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Personal Details:
Name:

Alan Sabatini

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have lived in Moseley for many years. It has always had a strong local identity and clear
boundaries, with community organisations and services catering for the whole area. The
proposal to cut off that part of Moseley in which I live - and the heart of Moseley viiage itself to add it to the new Cannon Hill and Balsall Heath Ward makes no sense at all in terms of
reflecting community interests and identities. I have always related to Moseley as my local
neighbourhood. The area is quite distinct in character from Balsall Heath and the Cannon Hill
area. Furthermore I cannot see how the proposed new boundary would help to promote
effective local government in this area. It would be very inconvenient for those of us being
moved out of Moseley. My understanding is that Moseley would quite sensibly make a twocouncillor ward in its own right.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7057

28/01/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
12 January 2016 08:55
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Yardley

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Amar Saddiq
Sent: 11 January 2016 19:13
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Cc:
Subject: Yardley
It has come to my attention following a damping government report into how badly Labour run Birmingham,all war
boundaries are being reviewed.
The commission is proposing to call Yardley (this is where i live) Stechford East.
I strongly oppose this suggestion as Yardley has a history that my family and friends who live here are proud of.
Regards
Haroon
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Fahid Saddique

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Local Government Boundary Commission, It is stated in your proposals that the three main
considerations in conducting an electoral review are set out in legislation and are to: • Improve
electoral equality by equalizing the number of electors each councilor represents • Reflect
Community Identity • Provide for effective and convenient local government However I believe
that the boundaries proposed are flawed – especially with respect to Hall Green, where I reside,
and the proposal to split the current ward into 3 single member wards. At present it is
suggested the road I reside on,
would sit in the new Tyseley ward. I do not
understand the reasoning behind dissolving the current situation of having 3 councilors for each
of the 40 wards into creating a number of single and double councilor wards – indeed it seems
as though the wards which have been granted 2 councilors have been arbitrarily picked by
lumping together 14,400 residents in various parts of the city. Surely by this reasoning, with
the areas comprising Hall Green North, Hall Green South and “Tyseley” populating circa 23,000
residents in 2015 and 25,000 in 2021, the current system of a 3 member ward – or at worst a
2 member and a 1 member ward – would still suffice. In either your proposals or the current
system, there would still be 3 councilors representing Hall Green, so why is there need for
change? Is it for cost cutting? How much money will be saved by cutting only 19 councilors
from budgets? How much of this money would be offset by the cost in implementing the new
proposals? Furthermore, local councils, including those in Solihull and Sandwell, still operate on
a system of 3 councilors per ward. Indeed, in Solihull, there is a populous of circa 206,000 and
there are 51 councilors. This means each councilor represents circa 4,039 residents. In
Sandwell, the population is circa 316,000, and there are 72 councilors. This means each
councilor represents circa 4,388 residents. Surely then, if the LGBC truly wanted to “provide for
effective and convenient local government,” the 728,730 residents of Birmingham (as quoted in
the draft Birmingham proposals) should expect the same councilor to resident ratio (amounting
to 176 councilors for the city), rather than this arbitrary number of 101 councilors. Birmingham
should have MORE councilors if true and effective local governance is to take place – how can
the answer be to cut the number of councilors in the city??? (Yes I am questioning the premise
of this proposal, the Kerslake review) Regarding the nomenclature of the wards, if you did go
ahead with creating 3 single members wards where Hall Green once stood, what is the logic of
naming one of those Tyseley? There already exists a Tyseley ward, what is the point of
renaming the currently existing Tyseley ward something else and calling part of Hall Green
Tyseley? Confusing reading that isn’t it? IMAGINE LIVING IT! If there must be 3 wards (and let
me be clear my preference is for Hall Green to stay the way it is!!) then why can’t the third
ward be called “Hall Green West,” “Hall Green Central” or even “Hall Green Heart?” Why must a
current part of Hall Green – the heart of Hall Green – be ripped of its’ name? The constituent
of Hall Green you propose calling Tyseley contains numerous landmarks with “Hall Green” in
their titles: • Hall Green School (existing for over 300 years) • Hall Green Train Station
(existing for over 100 years) • Hall Green United Community Church (existing for nearly 100
years) • Hall Green Parade (existing for over 100 years) • Hall Green Medical Centre
Furthermore Sarehole Mill is in the area, synonymous with Hall Green, and it dates back more
than 250 years! Hall Green currently has only one council asset – Hall Green library – but it is
rich in religious community buildings, other community centres such as Highfield Hall and the
Hall Green Arts organisation, and also the aforementioned landmarks. Thus a Hall Green ward
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boundary that does not encompass the whole Hall Green geographical area and its historical
buildings is tantamount to ripping apart an area with over 300 years of historical importance!!!
There is a strong community identity prevalent in Hall Green. Quite recently the area has seen
a shift in its demographic. Various community organisations, catering for religious requirements,
arts and cultural enthusiasts and sporty types, have sprung up to reflect these changes, adding
to the harmonious way in which Hall Green has forged a “Hall Green” mentality, quite nicely
summed up by the Middle Earth festivals at Sarehole Mill every year. To tear this up by calling
a part of Hall Green Tyseley will serve to ostracize the very same group of people who have
worked hard in creating this mentality and community atmosphere. Among the groups in the
area are WeAreB28, a group of individuals committed to fighting for the rights of residents in
Hall Green, and putting on events to appeal to all residents, regardless of age, gender, race or
religion – to ensure all these different types of people can mingle, get to know one another and
create an environment in which being a resident of Hall Green comes above all else for us
residents! I really fear for the future of our community should we all be split – why cause
unnecessarily hassle when as a community we really identify with each other? In any redraw I
would strongly recommend the landmarks above are included in a HALL GREEN ward – and that
actually, the Hall Green ward should be centered around these landmarks, which are quite
clustered in nature! The draft boundary proposals mention strongly identifiable ward boundaries.
Looking at the proposed boundary line shared by Tyseley and Hall Green North, it is laughable
how the line zigzags around the College and Hall Green Secondary school – how can this
seriously be an easily identifiable ward boundary? It represents a corner in a Formula One
racetrack, not a ward boundary!! Solving this issue would be simple – include the school,
college and Southam Road in Hall Green North so that the boundary line shared by the two
wards is straight. However, I have attached a map drawn by the local Labour group. It is an
example of how Hall Green could look if there must be a split – although I am vehemently
against a split of any kind. In these proposals, the areas would be called Hall Green East (1
councilor ward) and Hall Green West (2 councilor ward). I believe these would be more suitable
for a split of the ward than the current proposals, and I also am told the Labour group in
Birmingham will be submitting city wide plans for the redraw of boundaries. I do hope you will
consider these concerns seriously and wish you luck in recommending a more suitable boundary
re-draw.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Mohammed Saddique

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Local Government Boundary Commission, It is stated in your proposals that the three main
considerations in conducting an electoral review are set out in legislation and are to: • Improve
electoral equality by equalizing the number of electors each councilor represents • Reflect
Community Identity • Provide for effective and convenient local government However I believe
that the boundaries proposed are flawed – especially with respect to Hall Green, where I reside,
and the proposal to split the current ward into 3 single member wards. At present it is
suggested the road I reside on,
would sit in the new Tyseley ward. I do not
understand the reasoning behind dissolving the current situation of having 3 councilors for each
of the 40 wards into creating a number of single and double councilor wards – indeed it seems
as though the wards which have been granted 2 councilors have been arbitrarily picked by
lumping together 14,400 residents in various parts of the city. Surely by this reasoning, with
the areas comprising Hall Green North, Hall Green South and “Tyseley” populating circa 23,000
residents in 2015 and 25,000 in 2021, the current system of a 3 member ward – or at worst a
2 member and a 1 member ward – would still suffice. In either your proposals or the current
system, there would still be 3 councilors representing Hall Green, so why is there need for
change? Is it for cost cutting? How much money will be saved by cutting only 19 councilors
from budgets? How much of this money would be offset by the cost in implementing the new
proposals? Furthermore, local councils, including those in Solihull and Sandwell, still operate on
a system of 3 councilors per ward. Indeed, in Solihull, there is a populous of circa 206,000 and
there are 51 councilors. This means each councilor represents circa 4,039 residents. In
Sandwell, the population is circa 316,000, and there are 72 councilors. This means each
councilor represents circa 4,388 residents. Surely then, if the LGBC truly wanted to “provide for
effective and convenient local government,” the 728,730 residents of Birmingham (as quoted in
the draft Birmingham proposals) should expect the same councilor to resident ratio (amounting
to 176 councilors for the city), rather than this arbitrary number of 101 councilors. Birmingham
should have MORE councilors if true and effective local governance is to take place – how can
the answer be to cut the number of councilors in the city??? (Yes I am questioning the premise
of this proposal, the Kerslake review) Regarding the nomenclature of the wards, if you did go
ahead with creating 3 single members wards where Hall Green once stood, what is the logic of
naming one of those Tyseley? There already exists a Tyseley ward, what is the point of
renaming the currently existing Tyseley ward something else and calling part of Hall Green
Tyseley? Confusing reading that isn’t it? IMAGINE LIVING IT! If there must be 3 wards (and let
me be clear my preference is for Hall Green to stay the way it is!!) then why can’t the third
ward be called “Hall Green West,” “Hall Green Central” or even “Hall Green Heart?” Why must a
current part of Hall Green – the heart of Hall Green – be ripped of its’ name? The constituent
of Hall Green you propose calling Tyseley contains numerous landmarks with “Hall Green” in
their titles: • Hall Green School (existing for over 300 years) • Hall Green Train Station
(existing for over 100 years) • Hall Green United Community Church (existing for nearly 100
years) • Hall Green Parade (existing for over 100 years) • Hall Green Medical Centre
Furthermore Sarehole Mill is in the area, synonymous with Hall Green, and it dates back more
than 250 years! Hall Green currently has only one council asset – Hall Green library – but it is
rich in religious community buildings, other community centres such as Highfield Hall and the
Hall Green Arts organisation, and also the aforementioned landmarks. Thus a Hall Green ward
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boundary that does not encompass the whole Hall Green geographical area and its historical
buildings is tantamount to ripping apart an area with over 300 years of historical importance!!!
There is a strong community identity prevalent in Hall Green. Quite recently the area has seen
a shift in its demographic. Various community organisations, catering for religious requirements,
arts and cultural enthusiasts and sporty types, have sprung up to reflect these changes, adding
to the harmonious way in which Hall Green has forged a “Hall Green” mentality, quite nicely
summed up by the Middle Earth festivals at Sarehole Mill every year. To tear this up by calling
a part of Hall Green Tyseley will serve to ostracize the very same group of people who have
worked hard in creating this mentality and community atmosphere. Among the groups in the
area are WeAreB28, a group of individuals committed to fighting for the rights of residents in
Hall Green, and putting on events to appeal to all residents, regardless of age, gender, race or
religion – to ensure all these different types of people can mingle, get to know one another and
create an environment in which being a resident of Hall Green comes above all else for us
residents! I really fear for the future of our community should we all be split – why cause
unnecessarily hassle when as a community we really identify with each other? In any redraw I
would strongly recommend the landmarks above are included in a HALL GREEN ward – and that
actually, the Hall Green ward should be centered around these landmarks, which are quite
clustered in nature! The draft boundary proposals mention strongly identifiable ward boundaries.
Looking at the proposed boundary line shared by Tyseley and Hall Green North, it is laughable
how the line zigzags around the College and Hall Green Secondary school – how can this
seriously be an easily identifiable ward boundary? It represents a corner in a Formula One
racetrack, not a ward boundary!! Solving this issue would be simple – include the school,
college and Southam Road in Hall Green North so that the boundary line shared by the two
wards is straight. However, I have attached a map drawn by the local Labour group. It is an
example of how Hall Green could look if there must be a split – although I am vehemently
against a split of any kind. In these proposals, the areas would be called Hall Green East (1
councilor ward) and Hall Green West (2 councilor ward). I believe these would be more suitable
for a split of the ward than the current proposals, and I also am told the Labour group in
Birmingham will be submitting city wide plans for the redraw of boundaries. I do hope you will
consider these concerns seriously and wish you luck in recommending a more suitable boundary
re-draw.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Mubeen Saddique

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Local Government Boundary Commission, It is stated in your proposals that the three main
considerations in conducting an electoral review are set out in legislation and are to: • Improve
electoral equality by equalizing the number of electors each councilor represents • Reflect
Community Identity • Provide for effective and convenient local government However I believe
that the boundaries proposed are flawed – especially with respect to Hall Green, where I reside,
and the proposal to split the current ward into 3 single member wards. At present it is
suggested the road I reside on,
would sit in the new Tyseley ward. I do not
understand the reasoning behind dissolving the current situation of having 3 councilors for each
of the 40 wards into creating a number of single and double councilor wards – indeed it seems
as though the wards which have been granted 2 councilors have been arbitrarily picked by
lumping together 14,400 residents in various parts of the city. Surely by this reasoning, with
the areas comprising Hall Green North, Hall Green South and “Tyseley” populating circa 23,000
residents in 2015 and 25,000 in 2021, the current system of a 3 member ward – or at worst a
2 member and a 1 member ward – would still suffice. In either your proposals or the current
system, there would still be 3 councilors representing Hall Green, so why is there need for
change? Is it for cost cutting? How much money will be saved by cutting only 19 councilors
from budgets? How much of this money would be offset by the cost in implementing the new
proposals? Furthermore, local councils, including those in Solihull and Sandwell, still operate on
a system of 3 councilors per ward. Indeed, in Solihull, there is a populous of circa 206,000 and
there are 51 councilors. This means each councilor represents circa 4,039 residents. In
Sandwell, the population is circa 316,000, and there are 72 councilors. This means each
councilor represents circa 4,388 residents. Surely then, if the LGBC truly wanted to “provide for
effective and convenient local government,” the 728,730 residents of Birmingham (as quoted in
the draft Birmingham proposals) should expect the same councilor to resident ratio (amounting
to 176 councilors for the city), rather than this arbitrary number of 101 councilors. Birmingham
should have MORE councilors if true and effective local governance is to take place – how can
the answer be to cut the number of councilors in the city??? (Yes I am questioning the premise
of this proposal, the Kerslake review) Regarding the nomenclature of the wards, if you did go
ahead with creating 3 single members wards where Hall Green once stood, what is the logic of
naming one of those Tyseley? There already exists a Tyseley ward, what is the point of
renaming the currently existing Tyseley ward something else and calling part of Hall Green
Tyseley? Confusing reading that isn’t it? IMAGINE LIVING IT! If there must be 3 wards (and let
me be clear my preference is for Hall Green to stay the way it is!!) then why can’t the third
ward be called “Hall Green West,” “Hall Green Central” or even “Hall Green Heart?” Why must a
current part of Hall Green – the heart of Hall Green – be ripped of its’ name? The constituent
of Hall Green you propose calling Tyseley contains numerous landmarks with “Hall Green” in
their titles: • Hall Green School (existing for over 300 years) • Hall Green Train Station
(existing for over 100 years) • Hall Green United Community Church (existing for nearly 100
years) • Hall Green Parade (existing for over 100 years) • Hall Green Medical Centre
Furthermore Sarehole Mill is in the area, synonymous with Hall Green, and it dates back more
than 250 years! Hall Green currently has only one council asset – Hall Green library – but it is
rich in religious community buildings, other community centres such as Highfield Hall and the
Hall Green Arts organisation, and also the aforementioned landmarks. Thus a Hall Green ward
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boundary that does not encompass the whole Hall Green geographical area and its historical
buildings is tantamount to ripping apart an area with over 300 years of historical importance!!!
There is a strong community identity prevalent in Hall Green. Quite recently the area has seen
a shift in its demographic. Various community organisations, catering for religious requirements,
arts and cultural enthusiasts and sporty types, have sprung up to reflect these changes, adding
to the harmonious way in which Hall Green has forged a “Hall Green” mentality, quite nicely
summed up by the Middle Earth festivals at Sarehole Mill every year. To tear this up by calling
a part of Hall Green Tyseley will serve to ostracize the very same group of people who have
worked hard in creating this mentality and community atmosphere. Among the groups in the
area are WeAreB28, a group of individuals committed to fighting for the rights of residents in
Hall Green, and putting on events to appeal to all residents, regardless of age, gender, race or
religion – to ensure all these different types of people can mingle, get to know one another and
create an environment in which being a resident of Hall Green comes above all else for us
residents! I really fear for the future of our community should we all be split – why cause
unnecessarily hassle when as a community we really identify with each other? In any redraw I
would strongly recommend the landmarks above are included in a HALL GREEN ward – and that
actually, the Hall Green ward should be centered around these landmarks, which are quite
clustered in nature! The draft boundary proposals mention strongly identifiable ward boundaries.
Looking at the proposed boundary line shared by Tyseley and Hall Green North, it is laughable
how the line zigzags around the College and Hall Green Secondary school – how can this
seriously be an easily identifiable ward boundary? It represents a corner in a Formula One
racetrack, not a ward boundary!! Solving this issue would be simple – include the school,
college and Southam Road in Hall Green North so that the boundary line shared by the two
wards is straight. However, I have attached a map drawn by the local Labour group. It is an
example of how Hall Green could look if there must be a split – although I am vehemently
against a split of any kind. In these proposals, the areas would be called Hall Green East (1
councilor ward) and Hall Green West (2 councilor ward). I believe these would be more suitable
for a split of the ward than the current proposals, and I also am told the Labour group in
Birmingham will be submitting city wide plans for the redraw of boundaries. I do hope you will
consider these concerns seriously and wish you luck in recommending a more suitable boundary
re-draw.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Shuaib Saddique

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Local Government Boundary Commission, It is stated in your proposals that the three main
considerations in conducting an electoral review are set out in legislation and are to: • Improve
electoral equality by equalizing the number of electors each councilor represents • Reflect
Community Identity • Provide for effective and convenient local government However I believe
that the boundaries proposed are flawed – especially with respect to Hall Green, where I reside,
and the proposal to split the current ward into 3 single member wards. At present it is
suggested the road I reside on,
would sit in the new Tyseley ward. I do not
understand the reasoning behind dissolving the current situation of having 3 councilors for each
of the 40 wards into creating a number of single and double councilor wards – indeed it seems
as though the wards which have been granted 2 councilors have been arbitrarily picked by
lumping together 14,400 residents in various parts of the city. Surely by this reasoning, with
the areas comprising Hall Green North, Hall Green South and “Tyseley” populating circa 23,000
residents in 2015 and 25,000 in 2021, the current system of a 3 member ward – or at worst a
2 member and a 1 member ward – would still suffice. In either your proposals or the current
system, there would still be 3 councilors representing Hall Green, so why is there need for
change? Is it for cost cutting? How much money will be saved by cutting only 19 councilors
from budgets? How much of this money would be offset by the cost in implementing the new
proposals? Furthermore, local councils, including those in Solihull and Sandwell, still operate on
a system of 3 councilors per ward. Indeed, in Solihull, there is a populous of circa 206,000 and
there are 51 councilors. This means each councilor represents circa 4,039 residents. In
Sandwell, the population is circa 316,000, and there are 72 councilors. This means each
councilor represents circa 4,388 residents. Surely then, if the LGBC truly wanted to “provide for
effective and convenient local government,” the 728,730 residents of Birmingham (as quoted in
the draft Birmingham proposals) should expect the same councilor to resident ratio (amounting
to 176 councilors for the city), rather than this arbitrary number of 101 councilors. Birmingham
should have MORE councilors if true and effective local governance is to take place – how can
the answer be to cut the number of councilors in the city??? (Yes I am questioning the premise
of this proposal, the Kerslake review) Regarding the nomenclature of the wards, if you did go
ahead with creating 3 single members wards where Hall Green once stood, what is the logic of
naming one of those Tyseley? There already exists a Tyseley ward, what is the point of
renaming the currently existing Tyseley ward something else and calling part of Hall Green
Tyseley? Confusing reading that isn’t it? IMAGINE LIVING IT! If there must be 3 wards (and let
me be clear my preference is for Hall Green to stay the way it is!!) then why can’t the third
ward be called “Hall Green West,” “Hall Green Central” or even “Hall Green Heart?” Why must a
current part of Hall Green – the heart of Hall Green – be ripped of its’ name? The constituent
of Hall Green you propose calling Tyseley contains numerous landmarks with “Hall Green” in
their titles: • Hall Green School (existing for over 300 years) • Hall Green Train Station
(existing for over 100 years) • Hall Green United Community Church (existing for nearly 100
years) • Hall Green Parade (existing for over 100 years) • Hall Green Medical Centre
Furthermore Sarehole Mill is in the area, synonymous with Hall Green, and it dates back more
than 250 years! Hall Green currently has only one council asset – Hall Green library – but it is
rich in religious community buildings, other community centres such as Highfield Hall and the
Hall Green Arts organisation, and also the aforementioned landmarks. Thus a Hall Green ward
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boundary that does not encompass the whole Hall Green geographical area and its historical
buildings is tantamount to ripping apart an area with over 300 years of historical importance!!!
There is a strong community identity prevalent in Hall Green. Quite recently the area has seen
a shift in its demographic. Various community organisations, catering for religious requirements,
arts and cultural enthusiasts and sporty types, have sprung up to reflect these changes, adding
to the harmonious way in which Hall Green has forged a “Hall Green” mentality, quite nicely
summed up by the Middle Earth festivals at Sarehole Mill every year. To tear this up by calling
a part of Hall Green Tyseley will serve to ostracize the very same group of people who have
worked hard in creating this mentality and community atmosphere. Among the groups in the
area are WeAreB28, a group of individuals committed to fighting for the rights of residents in
Hall Green, and putting on events to appeal to all residents, regardless of age, gender, race or
religion – to ensure all these different types of people can mingle, get to know one another and
create an environment in which being a resident of Hall Green comes above all else for us
residents! I really fear for the future of our community should we all be split – why cause
unnecessarily hassle when as a community we really identify with each other? In any redraw I
would strongly recommend the landmarks above are included in a HALL GREEN ward – and that
actually, the Hall Green ward should be centered around these landmarks, which are quite
clustered in nature! The draft boundary proposals mention strongly identifiable ward boundaries.
Looking at the proposed boundary line shared by Tyseley and Hall Green North, it is laughable
how the line zigzags around the College and Hall Green Secondary school – how can this
seriously be an easily identifiable ward boundary? It represents a corner in a Formula One
racetrack, not a ward boundary!! Solving this issue would be simple – include the school,
college and Southam Road in Hall Green North so that the boundary line shared by the two
wards is straight. However, I have attached a map drawn by the local Labour group. It is an
example of how Hall Green could look if there must be a split – although I am vehemently
against a split of any kind. In these proposals, the areas would be called Hall Green East (1
councilor ward) and Hall Green West (2 councilor ward). I believe these would be more suitable
for a split of the ward than the current proposals, and I also am told the Labour group in
Birmingham will be submitting city wide plans for the redraw of boundaries. I do hope you will
consider these concerns seriously and wish you luck in recommending a more suitable boundary
re-draw.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
18 December 2015 15:28
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Moseley Sabotage

From: Kevin Sadler
Sent: 18 December 2015 11:39
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Moseley Sabotage

Hi there,
I am stunned with regard to your proposed boundary changes which destroy
over a 100 years of local history. Your stated aim is to:

Improve electoral equality by equalising the number of electors each councillor
represents
Reflect community identity
Provide for effective and convenient local government”
You have totally and utterly ignored point 2 of your considerations ‘Reflecting
local community’

1

Point 1 – Moseley – a historical village

2

Moseley developed from a rural village into a suburb between 1850 and 1910,
stimulated by the new railway line and trams linking Moseley with the centre of
Birmingham.
Large country estates were split up and sold off for housing developments – notably
that of Moseley Hall – which is now used as a hospital. The lake and surrounding
parkland also remains thanks to a group of local residents who formed the Moseley
Park and Pool Company to save it from development – a group which endures to
this day.
Birmingham City Council has since established two Conservation Areas in Moseley
to help preserve this historic environment:
Moseley Conservation Area: http://www.birmingham.gov.uk/moseleyca
St. Agnes Moseley Conservation Area: http://www.birmingham.gov.uk/stagnesca
Both of the links above include maps that indicate the boundaries of the
conservation areas.
With this in mind, a Moseley ward boundary that does not encompass the two
Moseley conservation areas is pulling apart an area with over 150 years of
historical cohesion and
resonance.
This makes no sense at all!
I pass the sign travelling up Salisbury Rd ‘Welcome to Moseley’ and this
identifies a real journey in time and architecture reflecting the heritage of
Moseley.
I back on to Moseley Park and Pool in a Grade 2 Listed Building. Removing
this property from Moseley would be akin to ripping down the walls.
The house owes its features to the architect and the location in which it was
built - Moseley.
The Park and Pool has an amazing heritage and has become through it’s
festivals known locally, nationally and even internationally.
It is one of the gems that truly contributes to Birmingham and collectively as a
city it is always in need of a positive spin as we rarely get a good national
press. The pool and it’s surrounding homes are as one an intrinsic part of
Moseley.

3

We in Moseley live here because as identified in national press Moseley is a
great place to live and I cannot fathom a valid reason for the boundary change
– think again!!

Point 2 – Moseley – culture and economy
Moseley Village is a popular local centre, with a thriving café culture, nightlife and
award-winning Farmers’ Market. It attracts festivals of national significance to
Moseley Park & Pool, and contains venues that are recognised across the city,
notably the Prince of Wales and Tipu Sultan. It is also a desirable location to base a
business, thanks to the Moseley Exchange co-working space, which enables startups to have a flexible base while establishing their business.
The Moseley economy is recognised in two supplementary planning documents:
Moseley SPD: http://www.birmingham.gov.uk/moseleyspd
Shopping and Local Centres SPD: http://www.birmingham.gov.uk/spdlocalcentres
There is also a ‘living’ Moseley regeneration strategy, ‘Making Moseley’:
http://www.moseleycdt.com/sites/default/files/Making%20Moseley_Sept2014.pdf
You will note that the Moseley SPD boundary encompasses all of the area of
Moseley that sits in the current ward of Moseley & Kings Heath, whereas the
Shopping and Local Centres SPD focuses on a more tightly-defined zone around
the centre, as would be expected.
If there is a ward called Moseley, it is unthinkable that it should not contain
the centre of Moseley!!
It would actively sabotage the thoughtful and consistent approach that
residents, businesses and the Council have taken to economic development
in this part of the city, at a time when we have real opportunities to accelerate this,
particularly in line with the reopening of Moseley Station as a mooted element of the
HS2 connectivity package: http://centreofenterprise.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/HS2-Connectivity-Package.pdf

4

Point 3 – Moseley, a civic legacy, an active community

5

Moseley is not just its buildings, its parks and its streets. It is its people and what
they do, how they shape themselves around the physical space. Citizens organise
themselves around the shared locality of Moseley in myriad ways, to nurture and
develop the place they live in and love: Moseley Forum (inc. Moseley in Lights),
Moseley Community Development Trust, The Moseley Society, Moseley in Bloom,
Moseley Park & Pool, Moseley Interfaith Group, Moseley Festival, Sustainable
Moseley, Moseley Arts Market, Moseley Farmers Market, Moseley B13 Magazine.
The list is impressive, each group adding something wonderful and vital to life in the
area.
There is a strong shared sense of what the place is, a huge amount of passion
and activity around that place – be it cultural, environmental, economic or
social – and these proposals parcel that space up in a way that is at best
bewildering, and at worst, active sabotage of a place that genuinely works
very well. Think again!!

6

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:21
Pascoe, Mark
FW:

From: Waqas Saeed
Sent: 08 February 2016 10:02
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject:

Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to object strongly to the proposal to remove the area currently known as North Edgbaston from
Edgbaston and put it into a new area called Summerfield.

Me and my wife moved to the area in June 2014 and decided to increase our house budget in order to be in
Edgbaston - one of the nicest places in Birmingham to live. We were particularly drawn to the side of
Edgbaston north of the Hagley road as we absolutely fell in love with the Edgbaston reservoir that the first
time we took a walk in it we knew this is the area we would want to move into and start a family. We loved
the reservoir so much that we ended up buying on the same road and are house is now currently a few doors
down from one of the entrances to it. I quote the Birmingham city council website that states that the
reservoir is one of the main iconic nature feature of Edgbaston - for it to no longer belong in Edgbaston to
me does not make any sense.
I consider myself an Edgbaston resident - I have no connection with Summerfield. It does not represent a
community - and the community is planned to represent is far too diverse for one or two councillors to
successfully represent as our needs are different to the majority of people we will be in a ward to such as
residents of Winson green as are there needs to us.
The proposed changes are supposed to balance up the size of the wards yet the proposed size of the new
Summerfield ward is 3,000 people bigger than proposed Edgbaston. I estimate North Edgbaston has 1,500
people so leaving as part of Edgbaston would achieve better balance.

The Hagley Road is not a dividing line for Edgbaston as the proposed ward outline suggests it is. It is now
a substantial major artery for the city but I, my family and neighbours cross it frequently as we travel to the
university, hospitals, shops, sports clubs, doctors, dentists and schools of Edgbaston that we work at, visit or
take our children to. My wife is a doctor at the QE where my daughter was born since we moved to the
area , she is at nursery on the other side of Hagley road and we regularly visit the botanical gardens as well
as shop and socialise on the other side of the Hagley road. The divide is unfair for those of us that live in
this community / we would be separating from integral services that we use in our local area - surely this is
against the fundamentals of a community and therefore a ward.

1

I respectfully ask the BC consultation gives full and genuine consideration to my submission in relation to
maintaining North Edgbaston within the Edgbaston ward for all the grounds set out but most particularly on
the grounds of preserving a historic, well defined and well understood community.
Yours sincerely
Waqas Saeed
Network consultant
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Kanika Safiya

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Handsworth Community

Comment text:
I live in the Handsworth Ward of Birmingham. Despite where I live I like to think I live on the
borders and say to others I meet I live on them. I feel both strong allegiance towards
Handsworth and Handsworth Wood. As we enter this new chapter of boundaries I would like to
say one thing - please put Handsworth Park back in Handsworth. It does not make sense to put
it in Birchfield due the historical nature of the site and the fact that nobody exists to govern
any members in the park. Do not split the Holly Road as it doesn't not make sense. It makes
more sense to split boundaries at main roads like Hamstead Road, Soho Road etc. Please push
the boundaries back to Hamstead Road and let Handsworth keep it's park. Please also make
sure that when ward meetings happen they are not put together like 'Lozells & East
Handsworth' again. It has been messy and very detrimental the community of east. It is better
to keep Handsworth and Handsworth Wood as separate entities. Thank you for listening.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7722

11/02/2016
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Jasdeep Saggu

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The North area of Edgbaston should not be moved out of the ward of Edgbaston. I am an avid
cricketer, and therefore Edgbaston cricket ground is part of my community and culture and
social life. My life commitments such as my recreation, religious and social dedications are part
of Edgbaston. Therefore moving my home out of the ward that i consider my community is
detrimental to me personally and my community. Historically we have always been apart of the
Edgbaston ward, it is the reason i moved into my home. I don't think the areas of spark brook
need to be moved into Edgbaston, i think the norther area should remain within the Edgbaston
ward, as i do and will always consider my home as a part of Edgbaston, and its community. We
work efficiently as a community already so i don't believe the community needs to be broken
with the new ward proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7264

04/02/2016
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Jatinder Saggu

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I do not believe the North Edgbaston area should in any way be removed from the war of
Edgbaston, we as Edgbaston are a community, historically this area has been included in
Edgbaston. It is my community, my home, it is the reason I purchased property in this area,
my community, religious, social and occupation and healthcare commitments are all in
Edgbaston. therefore i would like to remain part of my own community. I am at a loss to see
why the areas of spark brook need to be included where the Edgbaston ward could remain,
whole as as it is and Historically as it has been. I am very much against the proposal of the
north of Edgbaston to be removed from the ward it has always been part of and to see my
home and community change.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7263
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Manpreet Saggu

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like the propose north Edgbaston to summer field ward to remain in Edgbaston,
historically it has always been a part of Edgbaston, and my work, social and recreational and
religious life all reside it Egdbaston I am very much against the change in ward name. We
moved to the area because it was in Edgbaston and would like the ward to stay as such. We
are a community, and have historically been as much. To keep Edgbaston whole would mean no
new wards would need to be included.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7260

04/02/2016
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Sukhvinder Saggu

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I truly believed that North area of Edgbaston should not be moved out of the ward of
Edgbaston. I am an active member of my community, and i believe that to be Edgbaston. If my
home were to be moved out of the ward of Edgbaston, it would not only affect me on a
personal level but also affect my sense of community. Not only do i contribute to the
community of Edgbaston, my religious, recreational and social commitment all reside in
Edgbaston. Moving my home of 20 years out of the ward that i consider my community is
detrimental to me personally and my community. I know that historically we have always been
apart of the Edgbaston ward, it is the reason i chose and moved into my home. I feel we area
a strong community and to divide us would be a mistake. From the proposal I don't think the
areas of sparkbrook need to be moved into Edgbaston, i believe that from the new proposals
the northern area of Edgbaston should remain within the Edgbaston ward, as then the voters
per councillor will be the same. I do and will always consider my home as a part of Edgbaston,
and its community. We work efficiently as a community already so i don't believe the
community needs to be broken with the new ward proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7265

04/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
02 February 2016 11:48
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Hall Green Residents Association

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Rahid Salim
Sent: 29 January 2016 20:59
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Hall Green Residents Association
Hi
I would like to formally vote against changing the perimeters of Tysley to Hall Green. Having been apart of this
neighbourhood for such a long time I do not want to lose its history and heritage.

Regards
Rahid
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Ranjit Samra

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to submit that I am firmly against the proposal to change North Edgbaston into
part of the new Summerfield. I've lived in Edgbaston for most of my life and am very proud of
it's history reaching back to it's Ecgbald roots. I believe the name to be a crucial part of my
area's heritage and to change that would be to deny us in this part of Edgbaston our roots.
Also, if the University can stay within the remit, we who can hear and see the Joseph
Chamberlain Memorial Clock Tower or Old Joe for those of us who've studied there, should not
be denied the same right. Many businesses on the Hagley Road who would have been 'rezoned'
have been allowed to stay within Edgbaston and not lose the historical name, so why can't we?
Instead of changing us to Summerfield, just rename us North Edgbaston.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7541

08/02/2016
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

David Sandison

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
From: David Sandison,
I am writing as a
Moseley resident and community volunteer worker in opposition to the LGBC proposal for
Moseley Village within new ward boundaries proposed for Birmingham. I believe LGBC proposals
for Moseley fail in two of the stated three main considerations in conducting an electoral
review: firstly, that of reflecting community identity and secondly, in providing for effective and
convenient local government. Moseley Village is an historic centre that is the focus of a strong
community identity. The LGBC proposals would split that identity, placing most of the
community amenities with Moseley in their name in another ward, specifically Moseley Hall
Hospital; Moseley Park & Pool; Moseley parish churches of St Mary’s and St Anne’s; the Moseley
Conservation Area; and Moseley Village itself, with its award winning Farmers Market and
Moseley in Bloom, and the annual community based Moseley Festival event. Moseley is an
active community with many local organisations and initiatives that combine in a sense of local
identity. Local Residents Associations, local business, the Moseley Society, Moseley Forum and
Moseley Community Development Trust are represented by the Moseley Regeneration Group that
developed the Moseley Supplementary Planning Document, that covers planning and economic
development, with objectives for leisure and green spaces, traffic and movement, housing,
community and health. The Moseley SPD boundary encompasses all of the area of Moseley
currently within Moseley and Kings Heath ward, and proposed ward changes would mean
dealing with up to six ward councillors, making local government far from effective or
convenient. I ask that the proposals be reconsidered and I would support the proposals for a
two councillor ward put forward by the Moseley community groups, Moseley Forum and the
Moseley Society.

Uploaded Documents:
Download

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6901

20/01/2016

From: David Sandison,
I am writing as a Moseley resident and community volunteer worker in opposition
to the LGBC proposal for Moseley Village within new ward boundaries proposed
for Birmingham.
I believe LGBC proposals for Moseley fail in two of the stated three main
considerations in conducting an electoral review: firstly, that of reflecting
community identity and secondly, in providing for effective and convenient local
government.
Moseley Village is an historic centre that is the focus of a strong community
identity. The LGBC proposals would split that identity, placing most of the
community amenities with Moseley in their name in another ward, specifically
Moseley Hall Hospital; Moseley Park & Pool; Moseley parish churches of St
Mary’s and St Anne’s; the Moseley Conservation Area; and Moseley Village
itself, with its award winning Farmers Market and Moseley in Bloom, and the
annual community based Moseley Festival event.
Moseley is an active community with many local organisations and initiatives that
combine in a sense of local identity. Local Residents Associations, local
business, the Moseley Society, Moseley Forum and Moseley Community
Development Trust are represented by the Moseley Regeneration Group that
developed the Moseley Supplementary Planning Document, that covers planning
and economic development, with objectives for leisure and green spaces, traffic
and movement, housing, community and health. The Moseley SPD boundary
encompasses all of the area of Moseley currently within Moseley and Kings
Heath ward, and proposed ward changes would mean dealing with up to six ward
councillors, making local government far from effective or convenient.
I ask that the proposals be reconsidered and I would support the proposals for a
two councillor ward put forward by the Moseley community groups, Moseley
Forum and the Moseley Society.

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
20 January 2016 17:02
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Ward Boundary Changes

From: kuldip sangha
Sent: 20 January 2016 16:58
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Ward Boundary Changes
Dear Sir / Madam,
We, the residents of
, object to be moved from Bartley Green to Weoley Castle ward. We
used to be in the Harborne Ward before we were moved to Bartley Green. We would like to be moved back to Harborne because
we are on the boundary of Harborne and the last road of it.
Kuldip Sangha and Dhanvir Sangha
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:41
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Consultation

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Mark Sankey
Sent: 06 February 2016 20:35
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Consultation
To whom this may concern:
I am a resident of

Wylde Green in Sutton Coldfield.

I object to the proposed boundary changes for Erdington ward. As we are in fact residents of Sutton Coldfield, if we
are to be moved from Erdington it would be appropriate to re‐align the roads in my immediate area with nearest
ward in Sutton Coldfield. I don't know why we are in Erdington ward anyway!
Our community connections are with Sutton Coldfield and we predominantly use Sutton amenities after all Wylde
Green is part of Sutton, not Erdington nor Pype Hayes.
Regard
Mark Sankey
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
09 February 2016 09:27
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary changes

From: DEREK SARA [
Sent: 08 February 2016 17:46
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary changes

"We ask the commission to amend their plans for North Birmingham to represent a Castle Vale Ward, a two
member Erdington Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, two member Kingstanding Ward, two member
Oscott Ward, a Perry Common Ward, Pype Hayes Ward and a Stockland Green Ward. With the Erdington
Ward borders running from Court Lane in the West, Sutton in the North, Pype Hayes and Holly Lane in the
East and Kingsbury Road/Wood End Road in the South"
Derek Sara
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
05 January 2016 14:12
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Sparkhill South proposed Ward

From: Mark Sargeant
Sent: 05 January 2016 13:41
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Sparkhill South proposed Ward
Hello
I’m writing in disgust at the proposed boundary changes in the West Midlands.
I have very recently bought a house in the Springfield area of Birmingham near Moseley. I now find that the
proposed ward change is to be ‘Sparkhill South’.
I did not buy this property for it to be classed as any part of Sparkhill and the inherent associations to that area’s
crime rate and reputation. I do not see why it should be renamed from Springfield.
I am also concerned that Moseley Village itself is to not fall under the Moseley ward.
I think these proposals are ill thought out and will create a lot of resentment.
Kind regards
Mark
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

David Saunders

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live on
, the proposed boundary will step around my property in a way
that results in neighbours 2 plots to the west on the same side of the road being in Harborne
ward ourselves being in Edgbaston and then properties to the east end of the road being in
Harborne again which strikes me as pretty dumb and inconsistent. Either you are consistent
along Abbey Road or along Malins and Metchley Lane. This latter would make much more sense
given our proximity to the Harborne local centre. Ian Saunders

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6941

25/01/2016
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

D Savva

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have lived in B26 Yardley in Birmingham for over 30 years and feel that given its local
history, ( Yardley Conservation Area was Birmingham' first. Yardley was independent until
1911), deserves to retain its name and not become part of Stechford East. Yardley Church will
then be located in Stechford East - madness!! I don't believe it is in the interests of the local
community to be labelled Stechford East. I share the same postcode as my two sisters (B26)
but I will be living in Stechford East under your proposals whereas they will live in Garretts
Green, this makes no sense. I really would like to remain as Yardley and don't believe that the
name should be changed.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6748

14/01/2016
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Akbar Sayed

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sir/Madam I have seen your proposals for the creation of the Tyseley Wards, I am very
pleased that you have created a one member ward here, because this area needs extra
representation, because it is an inner city area. People in these areas struggle to gain access to
local services and thus need more support from the City Council. I have also seen The Labour
Party proposal and this an extreme example of gerrymandering, with no regard for the local
community and its needs.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7091

29/01/2016
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Arabella Sayer

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live on
which under the new proposal would form part of the Stirchley ward.
My street is currently classified as Moseley and that is absolutely the area that I identify with
and one of the reasons I bought my house here and not a couple of streets away in Stirchley.
Moseley is a fantastic place to live and I think it is great example of 'Big Society'. We pull
together well and are a cohesive community which, despite our diversity, achieves much and
preserves Moseleys historic roots. I am totally against the proposal to split Moseley, in fact I
think the plans will be extremely detrimental to a community that functions so well. It appears
that little thought has been given to the impact that it would have, instead appearing to focus
largely on numbers. I feel strongly about this because it will impact me personally, but I would
be against the proposal even if I lived in a neighbouring ward as it makes no sense to rip the
heart out of Moseley i.e. the village and Moseley park, and categorise them as Balsal Heath. I
attended the public meeting regarding this matter at Queenbridge school in January and was
encouraged that there was such a significant turnout, including people from different faiths,
ages and races, voting against the proposal which I think spoke volumes about the passion that
residents have for the place where we live. I am in favour of the ward boundaries remaining
unchanged.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7411
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

John Schroder

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I understand that the aim of the electoral review is to 'ensure that the pattern of wards reflects
the interests and identities of local communities as well as promoting effective local
government'. I think that the draft proposals for Moseley Village will disrupt the community and
make effective local government more difficult. It seems to me self evident that Moseley ward
should contain the centre of Moseley but the draft proposals have cut out the heart of Moseley
and pasted it into the Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill ward! Moseley does have a centre, having
grown from a village centuries ago and the centre is included in the designated Moseley
Conservation Area. It has a church and village green with shops, restaurants, and pubs all
congregating around the cross roads. These will all leave the Moseley ward and be on the edge
of the Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill ward. The focus of a community such as Moseley should
be in the centre of a ward in order for proper representation and management of services.
Under the draft proposals, Moseley Park will be in Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill ward and
Balsall Heath park will be in Moseley ward! These seem to be decisions rooted in numbers of
people in the ward rather than the communities on the ground. To demonstrate that Moseley is
an active community I would like to draw your attention to some of Moseley's many
organisations: The Moseley Society, Moseley Forum, Moseley Farmers Market, Moseley
Community Development Trust, Moseley B13 Magazine, Moseley in Bloom, etc. Looking at some
of the other proposed alterations for Birmingham I can only think that this was done in a hurry
by someone who hasn't been to Birmingham! May I suggest that dividing communities is not a
good way of improving governance. I understand that Moseley Community Groups has made a
submission suggesting where the natural boundaries of Moseley should be. If this needs to be
adjusted to balance numbers then surely it should be done at the edges of the ward not by
slicing through the centre.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6815
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Julie Scroder

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a long-term resident of Moseley I strongly object to the new boundary proposed for Moseley
Ward. Moseley is well-known as a clearly identifiable suburb of Birmingham both locally and
further afield. It has a long history and a thriving community, and all of this has grown from its
centre at the cross-road intersection of Wake Green Road and Alcester Road. Within a short
distance of this point (affectionately still known as 'Moseley Village') are Moseley's shops,
restaurants, pubs, post office, and the 15th century Moseley parish church of St. Mary. Your
new ward proposals excise all of these Moseley community facilities from Moseley and assign
them to Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill. Also assigned to the proposed Balsall Heath and Cannon
Hill ward are: Moseley Park (saved from development by the Moseley Park and Pool Company,
and frequently used for events organised by Moseley community groups), then there's Moseley
Village Green (base for Moseley's acclaimed Farmer's Market, the Moseley Festival and
numerous other Moseley activities), and the Moseley exchange (a co-working space, and centre
for Moseley community groups). Balsall Heath is a thriving community but its park has been
assigned to Moseley. Why? 'Cannon Hill' is known for its park but has otherwise never been an
identifiable area or community. Why create it? You state 3 main considerations in reviewing
electoral boundaries: 1. Improve electoral equality numerically. 2. Reflect community identity. 3.
Provide for effective and convenient local government. Your proposals fulfill only the 1st of
these. The 2nd and 3rd criteria have been ignored. Far from 'reflecting community identity'
these proposals would rip the heart out of a thriving community, and governance would be far
more complicated and less effective: Moseley's community groups would have to liaise with at
least 5 councillors in 4 different wards to cover the area known to local people as 'Moseley'.
The current situation reflects an exemplary working relationship between BCC and Moseley
community groups. I quote from the recent BCC 'Moseley Supplementary Planning Document'
which: "...sets out planning policies for Moseley to give clear guidance about the future of the
'village' and wider area. It identifies policies to help attract investment into the local centre and
provide a vision for the area, helping it to continue to prosper as a creative and enterprising
urban neighbourhood.The SPD was prepared by Moseley Regeneration Group, in collaboration
with us. It is the first community led SPD in Birmingham and provides a leading example of
how communities can play a more active role in shaping their area". Would all this good work
be thrown out when the neighbourhood and community so clearly identified in this BCC
document as 'Moseley' becomes 'Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill'? The LGBC has already received
an excellent and well-thought out joint alternative proposal from 5 respected Moseley
community groups. This has clearly been ignored. Your suggested boundaries make no sense,
except that they seem to bear close resemblance to the small numerically similar areas used for
polling purposes. This could explain how you have fulfilled the first criterion. You state in your
draft recommendations: "We consider that our proposed ward provides the best balance
between our statutory criteria in this area". This flies in the face of reality and is an insult to
those of us who know, love and belong to the thriving community which is Moseley. I'm proud
to live in the Moseley I've known and loved for many decades and do not wish to see it
destroyed by bureaucratic vandalism. I endorse the submission of our community groups, and
hope that you will re-consider their boundary recommendations. These also include Moseley
Bog, currently and sadly outside the Moseley and Kings Heath ward. It would be a welcome
bonus to include this Moseley recreation area where it belongs, in Moseley.

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6816
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:25
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Erdington boundary changes

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Ann Scott
Sent: 07 February 2016 23:45
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Erdington boundary changes
Dear Local Government Comissioner
Please reconsider the boundary changes planned. How can the historic core of Erdington not be included in the
Erdington ward? Long term residents are totally bewildered by this plan. History and culture are even more
important in this fast changing world. I can only conclude that this plan's aim is to reduce the number of council
representatives at the expense of the community and the views of vast numbers of the residents in Erdington.
Robert Alden is a hard working and excellent councillor and I fully support his views regarding this plan.
Ann Scott
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Hugh Scriven

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I'm very pleased to see that the area of the North West Edgbaston Neighbourhood Forum is
back in one ward, instead of being divided in half by Portland Road between Harborne and Soho
wards. This makes much more sense on the ground, in terms of the way that the community
actually functions.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6343
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Jonathan Scurlock

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a resident of Hall Green for the past 9 years, I am very aware that this south Birmingham
suburb has a strong local identity, with a well-known history and many features named and
known as "Hall Green" (railway station, parade of shops, schools, health centre, etc.). The
proposed boundary changes would lead to a loss of this local identity by breaking up the council
ward and placing some parts of Hall Green within Tyseley (an area with which many local
residents do not identify). Since Moseley and Kings Heath appear to be retaining their identities
under these proposed changes, why not Hall Green? At the very least, it would be sensible to
retain more of Hall Green (the shops, Sarehole Mill, Hall Green Health Centre) within the new
Hall Green North ward - rather than forcing them to become southerly parts of an enlarged
Tyseley - to which they clearly do not belong.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6955

25/01/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:14
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Birmingham Boundary Review

From: Rob Sealey
Sent: 08 February 2016 13:54
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham Boundary Review
Dear Sirs,
I am writing in response to the Birmingham Boundary review currently under consultation.
As a resident of Birmingham my entire life, I have grown up in local communities, and feel that local links are
extremely important in holding those communities together and giving residents a sense of being. I have looked at
the Boundary commission proposals, and feel that in a number of ways, they break apart very cohesive
communities. I have also seen the Birmingham Labour group’s proposal, and the Birmingham Conservative group
proposal, and I feel I must add my weight behind the Birmingham Conservative groups’ proposed changes as I feel
that it does the best to try and keep those well established communities together and shows a much better
understanding of the communities and neighbourhoods and the effects that the changes would have, especially in
my own neighbourhood of Bournville.
Yours sincerely,
Robert Sealey
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

chris settle

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Yardley is Yardley. Not Stechford or Stechford east. Stechford has always been Stechford baths.
Yardley has always been the yew tree or the Swan at "yardley". I would strongly like to vote
against any change

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Carol Shackleton

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We strongly object to the proposed boundary changes for the Moseley area. The village has its
own distinct identity ans indeed was voted the best place to live in England in a recent survey
by a national newspaper. To divide it so dramatically would make it much more difficult for the
various community groups in the area to operate effectively. Moseley in Bloom and Moseley
Farmers Market being just two of them. The workload of these groups would be significantly
increased as they would have to liaise with councillors from a number of different wards in any
of the initiatives they undertook. Yours faithfully, Ms C and Mr S Shackleton.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7741

11/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
18 January 2016 08:45
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Changes Hall Green

From: Nahid
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2016 8:41 PM
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Changes Hall Green

Dear Sir/Madam
I've recently bought a property in Hall Green and am absolutely furious to hear of your proposal to change
the ward to Tyseley.
It took my family and I a lifetime to save enough to move into Hall Green and we have a huge mortgage,
but my children are happy and proud to say that they live in Hall Green.
I do not understand why we weren't told of this proposal during the conveyancing process, as we would
never have bought this property and certainly not at the price we paid, so as to live in Hall Green.
Does this mean our address will change to Tyseley and will our B28 postcode change?
I am completely against this proposal and I hope you have a little understanding as to how this simple
boundary line has an impact on the lives of residents.
We paid to live in Hall Green, so we will fight to remain there!
Yours faithfully
Mrs Nahid Shafiq
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:29
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Proposed Boundary Changes to Hall Green

From: Nahid
Sent: 07 February 2016 20:44
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Proposed Boundary Changes to Hall Green

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing to you to urge you to reconsider your proposal for boundary changes in Birmingham.
I moved to Hall Green 2 years ago and have a rental property in Tyseley. Both areas are worlds apart as
far as communities are concerned and also with regards to the needs of those communities.
We, as a family, love being part of Hall Green, we saved long and hard to be part of the Hall Green
community, we wanted to live in Hall Green, that is what we asked from our Estate Agent. We were
fortunate to have found our home in the heart of Hall Green, being able to walk to the Sarehole Mill
markets, walk to Hall Green Station, my children visit Hall Green Library and attend Hall Green School. Hall
Green Parade is a 2 minute walk and we have a beautiful Hall Green Garden Show annually. I felt we were
living in the heart of Hall Green. Our GP is based at Hall Green Health Centre.
I am astounded that anyone would draw the boundary lines, omitting these Hall Green landmarks from the
Hall Green Ward. It feels like our lovely, tight knit community it being ripped apart.
We as a community are very proud of the Hall Green name, community and the area. What is in a
name? A name is an identity, it's our identity. The name is associated with so much history and is the
pride of its residents.
Please do not take away our name, our Hall Green, it maybe just words to you, but to us it is the name of a
hard working and proud community, with fighting spirit.
Please reconsider your changes.

Mrs Nahid Shafiq
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:28
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Proposed Boundary Changes to Hall Green

From: Zainah Shafiq
Sent: 07 February 2016 21:03
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Proposed Boundary Changes to Hall Green

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am a resident of Hall Green and I feel strongly against your proposal.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Shabana Shaheen

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I support you boundary for Sparkbrook ward

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7082

29/01/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shazia Shah
09 February 2016 11:24
Pascoe, Mark
RE: Electoral Review of Birmingham

hi mark
The deadline was last night for submissions. balsall heath forum sent there submission on the last day to
people and without talking to anyone expected people to agree. im just annoyed that balsall heath forum
say they represent residents but dont consult with them. i did put a submission in to support boundary
commission last night and hope my views is counted.
thanks again for your reply
shazia
From: mark.pascoe@lgbce.org.uk
Subject: Electoral Review of Birmingham
Date: Tue, 9 Feb 2016 10:34:20 +0000
Dear Sir / Madam,
Thank you for your submission setting out your views in respect of the review of electoral arrangements in
Birmingham.
Your views have been noted, and will be taken into account by the Local Government Boundary
Commission in formulating its final recommendations. Please note that this stage of the review is a public
consultation, and the Commission places great importance on ensuring openness and transparency in the
way it deals with all representations. Accordingly, at the end of this stage of the review, 8 February 2016,
full copies of all representations received will be made available for public inspection at our offices (by
appointment). Similarly, full copies of all submissions received will also be available for viewing on the
Commission’s website, at www.lgbce.org.uk.
If you do not want all or any part of your response or name made public, please state this clearly in reply
to this letter and we will endeavour to respect your wish. Any such request should explain why
confidentiality is necessary, but all information in responses may be subject to publication or disclosure as
required by law (in particular under the Freedom of Information Act 2000). If you are a member of the
public and not writing on behalf of a council or organisation we will remove any personal identifiers, such
as postal or email addresses, signatures or phone numbers from your submission before it is made public.
We will remove signatures from all letters, no matter who they are from.
In any event, on publication of the Commission’s report you will be sent a copy of the executive summary
detailing its recommendations. The full report will be available for viewing on the Commission’s website. If
you have any queries concerning the Commission’s approach to representations, please do not hesitate to
contact me on the number below.
Yours faithfully,
1

Mark Pascoe
Review Officer
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower
London, SW1P 4QP
www.lgbce.org.uk
Tel: 0330 500 1278
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Shazia Shah

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Myself and residents on runcorn road support boundary commission proposal for Sparkbrook
Shazia

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Hafsha Shaikh

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Moseley has a too greater character, history and identity for it to be merged and called any
other name. We oppose the idea of Moseley being divided up.We strongly oppose the idea of
our and our neighbours address changing from Moseley to anything else.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Mohammed Shaikh

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Hi, I live in the current Hall Green Ward and under your proposal i would end up in a new
Tyseley Ward. I along with many others oppose this change as we feel it will tear our
community apart. Firstly i would like to point out the way this proposal has been advertised is
totally unacceptable, I like many others was not aware of the consultation taking place between
July and September 2015. If the boundary commission had proposed a consultation, it certainly
was not advertised to the public using the power of media. I, like many others only found out
recently during the Consultation draft recommendations phase, that changes are proposed in
our area. According to the draft recommendation, it is stated a tour of our area was conducted,
if you spoke to people of the local community you would certainly hear the opposition to the
changes proposed. As documented, you only got a small response to the consultation, this is
because we were not correctly informed. We would like to stay as one community and one ward
- Hall Green. I believe this is the general preference within our community. In the simplicity of
preferences the name matters, may family has lived in this community for over 16 years and in
no circumstances do we want it to be renamed as Tyseley. Hall Green Health, Hall Green
Station, Hall Green Parade and Sarehole mill are part of the history of Hall Green, your
proposal is locating them in Tyseley. This is the heritage of this area dating back to over 100
years. Although our Labour Councillors are in agreement of our preference, they have looked at
an alternative Hall Green split into 2 wards, but continuing with Hall Green in the name. If our
preference is not accepted, i would like to support the proposal from our Councillors as the
alternative. Please see the attached for reference

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Zaigham Sharif

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: The Jet Shop

Comment text:
As the Director for a community organisation based on Alum Rock Road, I am deeply concerned
about the proposals put forward by the boundary commission. I would urge you to reconsider
the decision to divide the area in half. It is unnatural for a shopping centre which attracts
people from around the country to be seen as a boundary as the community on either side is
one. We attract clients from across the current ward and it is evident that people identify as
being part of the Alum Rock community. In the current proposals, we would be situated in
Saltley and ‘Alum Rock’ would be across the road from us. It does not make any sense to split
the ward up so that the communities, who share similar issues and interests, are divided. This
will of course have an impact on organisations such as ours where we rely on funding to
continue to run. The support we offer to local people is vital in helping shape the economy and
assisting people into work and enhancing skills and therefore opportunities for them. If the
current proposals go ahead, it would mean that people who live in the ‘Alum Rock ward’ will
essentially be affected negatively as the focus of the work will then mean we can only support
‘Saltley’ people. I would urge you to combine both ‘Alum Rock’ and ‘Saltley’ ward as one as it
is one community and neighbourhood. The name ‘Alum Rock’ for this ward would suffice as
people generally identify as living in ‘Alum Rock’. Thank you for the opportunity to be involved
in this process. I hope that Alum Rock and Saltley will be reconsidered for the benefit of the
communities and people who live here.

Uploaded Documents:
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Alistair Sharp

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in Moseley Village and it's odd to think that someone decided that would be better not
being in Moseley. The benefits of any proposed changes haven't been talked about prior to the
recent media and has resulted in a level of shock and undoubtedly the negative reaction.
Moseley has a tight community spirit and a well led forum, it developed its own development
plan that was accepted by Birmingham Council, now these are being ignored.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Mark Shatwell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to object to the proposed boundaries by the Boundary Commision for many parts of
Birmingham but mostly in regard of Moseley which under the proposals will see the heart of the
community divided up into 5 other wards. The Commission’s stated aim is “to ensure that the
pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities of local communities”. In this instance, the
aim has been misdirected and proposals made which – in the opinion of residents in at least
eight city wards – will damage the interests and identity of these communities. The current
proposals will indeed rip the heart out of Moseley, the Moseley Park,Hospital,Farmers Market
and some of the shops along St Mary's Row will now be in a Balsall Heath Ward not Moseley.
The proposed Ward on the map submitted reflects what local people consider to be Moseley and
as such would be a fair representation
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Reita Shatwell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to object to the proposed boundaries by the Boundary Commision. The
Commission’s stated aim is “to ensure that the pattern of wards reflects the interests and
identities of local communities”. In this instance, the aim has been misdirected and proposals
made which – in the opinion of residents in at least eight city wards – will damage the
interests and identity of these communities. The current proposals will indeed rip the heart out
of Moseley, the Moseley Park,Hospital,Farmers Market and some of the shops along St Mary's
Row will now be in a Balsall Heath Ward not Moseley. The proposed Ward on the map
submitted reflects what local people consider to be Moseley and as such would be a fair
representation
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

manjeet Shehmar

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in
Moseley and am vehemently opposed to these plans. I wish to remain
under moseley and will petition against these proposals. I fear the plans will affect my quality
of life, value of my home, and the community spirit. I moved to moseley from edgbaston for
thus community spirit and I would strongly consider leaving the area if such plans were passed.
I do not have any comprehensive reasoning that I have seen for these changes and it would
greatly affect my political position.
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Personal Details:
Name:

Andrea Shelley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am not happy that there is a proposal to take a large number of roads north of Hagley Road
out of Edgbaston. My points are: 1) Insufficient publicity of the plans which is unfair to
residents - There has been very little publicity which means that many people are unaware of
the proposals and therefore cannot air their views. I only chanced to see the proposals in a
newspaper in January and it now appears the plans have been around since August. 2) The
sense of community in Edgbaston - the community north of Hagley Road is very highly linked
with the rest of Edgbaston in terms of families, community events, activities and groups. 3) St.
Augustine's church is attended by those both north and south of Hagley Road 4) I understand
that there is a proposal to take residents out of Harborne and into Edgbaston - and another
proposal to take other residents out of Edgbaston. This doesn't seem to make sense and is
unfair both to those in Harborne and Edgbaston 5) There will be an effect in terms of costs of
insurance and desirability of living in the area
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Paul Shelley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
- I am unhappy with the process of this consultation regarding the ward changes in that there
seems to have been very little, if any, real public awareness made of the changes. I myself
happened to chance across in in a newspaper in early January, and the more I hear about it
the proposals have been around for several months. - The community just north of Hagley road
in Edgbaston which is being pushed into Summerfield is very highly linked with the south side
of Hagley road in terms of families, community events, activities and social groups. I personally
have absolutely no knowledge of the rest of the proposed Summerfield area that will be
included. I have never had any relation with it at all, any need to go there, anything that
brought me there. It is totally off my radar and I consider it nothing to do with the area that I
live in or the community around me. However, I am very involved in the rest of Edgbaston. I
do not understand how these areas are meant to be linked in theory or practice. I do not see
how councillors could represent the values of the proposed Summerfield region as there is such
a wide range of communities that are meant to be included it is highly probable many will be
underrepresented. - I also see no logical reason why an area of Harborne is proposed to be
moved into Edgbaston whilst our area is pushed out. This seems totally counterintuitive to the
reasons for the changes to boundary lines and I would like to hear an explanation of why this
was the plan if there is one available. I think that that area should be kept in Harborne and the
North boundary of Edgbaston kept as it is at present. - I do also believe that there be an effect
in costs of insurance and house prices and desirability and would be very shocked, if the
proposed changes go through, that there would be no financial implications of this for a wide
amount of the area which seems to be unfair and targeted.
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Name:

Huijun Shen

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I just moved in North Edgbaston at
a few months ago. I chose this
new place to live as I liked Edgbaston as one of good regions in Birmingham in terms of
communities, environment, residentts etc. I strongly oppose the proposal to change the
boundary of Edgbaston and switch my street into a new district Summer field. All my
neighbours are proud of Edgbaston and we appreciate the Edgbston value.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
18 January 2016 08:45
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Changes

From:
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2016 10:30 PM
To:
Cc: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Changes

Dear Hall Green Councillors,
Thank you for notifying us of the proposed boundary changes for Hall Green.
I am very upset about this proposal which would rob us of our local identity.
I plan to attend the meeting on the 29th January. Local identity is the essence of a strong
community and strong communities are essential for a well-function nation.
Yours sincerely,
Ken Shifrin, DPhil Oxon, JP

1

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
25 January 2016 08:10
Pascoe, Mark
FW: keep hall green hall green
HallGreenOption3.pdf

From:
Sent: 23 January 2016 11:18
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: keep hall green hall green
Dear Sir
I support the attached proposal that has been agreed with the Labour Group in Birmingham and other councillors
across the city. This would create a two member Hall Green West ward and a one member Hall Green East ward.
Sincerely,
Ken Shifrin
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
27 January 2016 09:35
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Consultation on draft recommendations for Birmingham City Council

From: rachel cooney
Sent: 27 January 2016 00:04
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Consultation on draft recommendations for Birmingham City Council

Dear Sir or Madam
As a resident of Selly Park I would like to express my opinion that an alternative proposal of a ward for bournbrook and a seperate ward for selly park, each
with one Councillor, would better serve the interests of residents in both areas.
Bournbrook and Selly Park are very different areas and are distinguished from each othr by different housing stocks, community groups, commuting habits,
demographics and commuting habits.
This differences can be summarised as follows:
Bournbrook
Mainly transient student population
Mainly smaller terraced houses with many classed as houses of Multiple Occupation
Served by Tiverton Area Residents Association only
Multiple bus services
Selly Park
Mainly settled families and couples
Mainly detached and larger terraced house
Selly Park residents association
Selly park is a conservation area
No bus routes or stops on local roads
I would suggest an 'internal' boundary within the proposed two councillor ward, creating two one -Councillor wards with no wider impact.
I would be most grateful if you would seriously consider my proposal,
Dr. Rachel Shiner

1

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
02 February 2016 10:19
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Hall green boundary

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From:
Sent: 01 February 2016 10:30
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Hall green boundary
It is a shocking news that I will lost my identity where I am grown up and lived . I strongly disagree for the change of
name and the change of boundary as well . Kindly look into the matter and oblidge .

1

10 February 2016

The Review Officer (Birmingham)
LGBC
London
MOSELEY AND ENVIRONS
I am writing to protest in the strongest terms about your outrageous draft proposals for the
wholesale destruction of Moseley which is my home. I support the Moseley Combined
Community proposal for a larger 2-member ward which preserves the unity and integrity of
Moseley.
You are threatening to rip the heart and soul out of this cohesive, perceptive and thriving
community by actually amputating the Village centre and transplanting it into an alien mutation
called 'Cannon Hill and Balsall Heath.' You compound this for our neighbours with the theft of
Edgbaston's County Cricket ground, severing the Balsall Heath Forum from their legitimate
hinterland, and moving Balsall Heath Park into your own bizarre version of Moseley whilst
repositioning Moseley Park in Balsall Heath. You just couldn't make it up unless you were writing
a new series of "Yes Minister."
Since moving to Moseley almost 30 years ago, I have engaged with the vibrant community life that
centres on Moseley Village. My doctor, dentist, optician and chemist are all in Moseley as are many
of my friends and acquaintances. We meet socially in restaurants, cafes and bars in Moseley
Village and patronise our local shops, St Mary's parish church, the fantastic Farmers' Market, and
our unique Park and Pool with its nationally acclaimed music festivals.
I am one of many active volunteers who are committed to Moseley: I was a founding Trustee of
the Moseley Community Development Trust and then a founding member of the award winning
Moseley in Bloom. I am involved in our local community magazine Moseley B13 as a writer and
Board member: I attach our topical February cover! I recently produced and directed a video to
raise money for Moseley Christmas lights and am working on a WW1 history project based on
the Roll of Honour in St Mary's Church.
This local experience gives me considerable insight into working with councillors and council
officers and the political parties, the latter having their own axes to grind. Your proposal to
fragment Moseley invites the dire prospect of us becoming a peripheral low priority for several
adjoining wards with many different sets of councillors and officers to deal with; this does not
facilitate convenient and effective local government. It wrecks it.
I already know about living on the edge. 30 years ago when I bought this house overlooking
beautiful Moseley Bog, it was in the Moseley ward. 10 years ago at the previous Boundary Review I
discovered that I had been exiled to a new artificial construct called 'Springfield.' I had been
disenfranchised and alienated at the stroke of a bureaucrat's pen. Apart from Sarehole Mill, I have

no ties, no affinity and no interest in Springfield and consequently have had no involvement in "my"
ward. I continue to focus my energies and endeavours on Moseley where ironically I no longer
have a vote. It will therefore be a matter of numbing indifference that you now propose to
re-locate me again to 'Sparkhill South' whatever that is? I wish to be re-united with Moseley but if I
am condemned to perpetual banishment I would prefer the Lib. Dem's proposed name of
'Springfield and East Moseley.' You could make things even easier for the establishment and
abolish all our proud local names and simply allocate us some code numbers.
I also write in Brummie solidarity with many of my fellow citizens across the second city of this
country who face similar distressing sabotage of their communities: once again we are arrogantly
ignored by London based officials who seem determined to destroy the cohesion, vitality, tradition
and history of our neighbourhoods - of which they know little and care even less. You cannot just
play the numbers game and cynically lump a few convenient polling districts together to achieve
equality of representation. You cannot drive around a city of million people for a couple of
days and then audaciously presume that you know what divides communities better than we the
people do.
This Review will not satisfy the Kerslake recommendation "to help the council produce an
effective model of representative governance"
Quite the reverse - it's all arrogantly anti-democratic and will lead to even greater disillusion with
the political process.
Please review your review.
Yours faithfully
Stephanie Silk
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Paul Simmonds

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Moseley has a sense of unity and a long history. If the proposal goes ahead then the two
conservation areas will be split up. As someone who worked hard to help to enlarge the St
Agnes-Moseley conservation area (2009) I would be extremely dismayed to see the two
conservation areas split apart. Many people share my feelings. I have lived here for 30 years
and oppose the current changes. If Moseley Village itself is separated from the majority of what
is now called Moseley then one really has to question the wisdom of such a change. Moseley
has a significant number of organizations that work hard to improve Moseley as a village and to
separate the centre of Moseley from much of the rest of Moseley would be to destroy thriving
local organisations. An area of a city is its people and in Moseley there are many ways in which
Moseley stands out as a distinct area. Moseley Community Development Trust The Moseley
Society Moseley Forum Moseley in Bloom Moseley Park & Pool Moseley Festival Moseley Arts
Market Moseley Farmers Market Many of these are focused on the centre of Moseley and they
do much to improve our lives, so to undermine such organisations by these changes would be
intolerable.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Phil Simmons

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I think the boundary changes surrounding Moseley in Birmingham are very ill advised. Moseley
is a historic area within Birmingham and locals have fought to keep it's unique nature. There is
nowhere else like Moseley, it was voted by the Times last spring as the best place in the
country for Urban Living. There is a very strong community feel in Moseley, residents are very
proud of the area. The current proposals will cut the heart out of the community, as the centre
of Moseley Village will no longer be within the Moseley Ward. This seems to be a ridiculous
proposition and must be changed
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Brian Simpson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The Local Government Boundary Commission’s plans for Birmingham City Council’s new ward
boundaries is a direct result of last year’s Kerslake review which found the council was under
performing. The aim for the boundary changes is to give voters better representation.
Commission chairman Max Caller CBE is on record as stating that the commissions proposals
should reflect the interests and identities of local communities. I do not believe that combining
the Jewellery Quarter with Winston Green achieves this aim due the distinct identities and
characteristics of each area. The Winston Green proposal would have 2 councillors for a forecast
14,978 voters. Under the current proposal for the 77 wards, the average number of voters per
councillor is 7,215. There are 7,000 residents (albeit not all currently registered to vote) in the
Jewellery Quarter, with many new residential developments planned in the next few years. I
believe that these numbers justify the Jewellery Quarter belonging to a single member ward. I
support the Jewellery Quarter Neighbourhood Forum (JQNF) counter-proposal for a Jewellery
Quarter and St Mark’s single member Ward. http://jqnf.net/2016/01/09/jewellery-quarter-tomove-to-winson-green-part-2-of-2/
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Jewant Singh

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have just learnt that Handsworth Park is to be split into two with one part going to Birchfield!
I am totally against this proposal as it makes no sense because no one lives in Handsworth
Park! It should remain as one, and remain as 'Handsworth Park'. The council needs to locate
the boundary elsewhere, such as Hamstead Road.
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Name:

Sukhdev Singh

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: n/a

Comment text:
I live in
, Harborne - under the new plans i will end up in Edgbaston ward. I dont
agree with this and i believe it will affect property prices. I purchased my house because it
wwas designated in Harborne. Had i wanted to be in Edgbaston i would have chosen to buy
there. TOTALLY WRONG PLANS -TOTALLY DISAGREE
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 January 2016 08:47
Pascoe, Mark
FW: BOUNDARY CHANGES

From: Roy C Singleton
Sent: 08 January 2016 08:21
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: FW: BOUNDARY CHANGES

From: Kathleen Singleton
Sent: 08 January 2016 14:00
To: 'reviews@lgbce.org.uk'
Subject: BOUNDARY CHANGES

SIR,
I understand that the proposed boundary changes will result in only 10 councillors for the Constituency of Sutton
Coldfield. On the basis of population, this seems to be deficient and will result in a poorer representation than other
parts of Birmingham if the number of constituents to Councillors is concerned.
I am not against change in principle, but surely we should be similarly represented as now.
I hope that you will be able to re‐consider this matter.
Thank you,

Kathleen Singleton
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
07 January 2016 14:47
Pascoe, Mark
FW: BOUNDARY CHANGES

From: Roy C Singleton
Sent: 07 January 2016 14:00
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: BOUNDARY CHANGES
SIR,
I understand that the proposed boundary changes will result in only 10 councillors for the Constituency On the basis
of population, this seems to be deficient and will result in a poorer representation than other parts of Birmingham if
the number of constituents to Councillors is concerned.
I am not against change in principle, but surely we should be similarly represented as now.
I hope that you will be able to re‐consider this matter.
Thank you,

Roy Singleton
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

chris skelcher

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: none

Comment text:
I wish to comment on the proposals for the Moseley area of Birmingham. Moseley has a well
defined community identify that is reflected in the wide range of active community organisations
and our community forum. our sense of Moseley as a local community is centred on Moseley
village - the shopping area at the crossroads of Salisbury rd./Alcester rd, but extending out to
Moseley bog/billesley lane on the south and east, highbury park/moor green on the west, and
the Park Hill/Park Rd. area to the north. the proposals to divide Moseley between several wards
cut across the strong community identity we have in moseley. This will also hinder effective and
convenient local government, as our community organisations will need to link to councillors
representing 4 different proposed wards - cannon hill/balsall heath, Moseley, sparkhill south and
kings heath. Having effective local government representation for our community is essential as
Moseley faces a number of important planning issues as it seeks to retain and develop its
distinctive community identify and shopping centre, with a large number of independent
businesses and award winning farmers/craft market. I do not think that this can be provided by
diving our community into four wards. This is bound to generate a large number of cross-ward
boundary issues and to make the system of local government representation and ward
consultative mechanisms much less effective. I note that some larger wards have 2 councillors.
There is a strong case for a Moseley ward to have 2 councillors, in order to enable effective
local government of our area. Given the number and diversity of our active community
organisations, it has been very helpful to have our current arrangement of 3 councillors. If the
number of councillors is to be reduced, then we should be allocated 2 to ensure that we have
effective and convenient local government representation.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
03 February 2016 14:16
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundaries

From: Derek Skidmore
Sent: 31 January 2016 09:00
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundaries
Would you please reconsider your proposals for the North Birmingham area to be the following:‐
"A Pype Hayes Ward including Birches Green, a Castle Vale Ward, a two member Erdington Ward, a Perry Common
Ward, a two Member Gravelly Hill Ward, a two Member Kingstanding Ward, a Stockland Green Ward and a two
member Escott Ward. With an Erdington Ward which boundaries are the border of Sutton Coldfield to the north,
Court Lane to the West, to the South the traditional border with Gravelly Hill/Birches Green of Wood End
road/Kingsbury Road is used. To the East the border is the border of Pype Hayes, enabling Holly Park Drive and
Quincey Drive to remain in Erdington."
Regards D Skidmore.
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Personal Details:
Name:

Gerald skidmore

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am
yeas old my life has taken me from place to place but I grew up here and I have been
back here for 8 years. I walk the John Morris way every day with my dog and engage with the
community during my walk. My family alerted me to the boundary changes and I feel that the
decision makers have not understood this community or they would not have made these
proposals. Who consulted me in this process? No-one knocked my door! One of my concerns is
that of the nature of Hall Green and the impact of these changes around health care. The
amalgamation of small Drs practices into one Health Centre Hall Green Health is surely in
question.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
22 February 2016 09:04
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Sutton Park

From: Anne Skinner
Sent: 08 February 2016 22:59
To: Postmaster <Postmaster@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Sutton Park
Hi
I am not too good and getting around these sites but hope I have found the right place.
Now Sutton Park is an historical park.
An how any one could even think of dividing it up amongst the various wards is unthinkable.
Before any boundaries are agreed the park MUST be managed in its entirety by persons with the skill and wit to do
so, not used as a political pawn.
It is an ancient monument and should be remain as such.
In fact any such site in the country should be treated as an area to be protected, how many other sites like this are
being carved up, and do the public really know what is going on.
I am
Frances A Skinner
Boldmere
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Name:

Alex Slater

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Can you split the canon hill and balsall heath ward as 1 member wards. The cannon hill part
coulfd be moseley west to keep moseley village in moseley. This will resolve the moseley village
issue
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Alex Slater

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
can you split the canon hill and balsall heath ward into 1 member wards. the canon hill bit
could be called moseley west. this will keep moseley village in moseley and resolve the issue
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
09 February 2016 09:21
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Birmingham Boundary Comission

From: Georgina Slater
Sent: 08 February 2016 21:58
To:
Subject: Birmingham Boundary Comission

The Review Officer (Birmingham),
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower
Millbank
London SW1P 4QP.
Dear Review Officer,
I live in School Road in Moseley and feel strongly about the division of Moseley into several different
Wards.
The proposed boundary would damage an enormous amount that the Moseley community has built up
over decades. The proposed changes fly in the face of your own policy guidelines. Your current proposal
would dismantle an immensley well established and defined community, and will undermine local
governance (local decisions by local people and thus our democracy).
The losses that affect us most would be:
* The centre of Moseley must be in Moseley Ward;
*St Mary's, Moseley Parish Church must be in Moseley Ward;
* St Columba’s Church must be in Moseley Ward;
* Moseley Private Park must be in Moseley Ward;
* The Moseley Exchange (C.D.T.) must be in Moseley Ward;
There are an immense number of volunteers who work for the Moseley community and who nurture and
develop the place they live in and love. We should avoid increasing their workload by duplicating the need
to liaise with several more ward councillors and officers resulting in less effective communication and
results. The volunteers could well give up. I do feel very strongly about such unnecessary
problems being created, also affecting The Moseley Farmers Market, a much favoured and
utilised community market.
I trust you will take my comments into consideration when the final decision is made about where the
boundaries should lie.
Yours faithfully,
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Heidi Slater

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sirs I am aware of the Boundary Commission's proposals to alter the boundaries of the
Moseley Ward. I have lived in Moseley for the last 14 years and am aware of the strong sense
identity, place and community that characterises Moseley. I would therefore like to object in the
strongest terms to the proposed re-drawing of the Ward boundaries in this area. There are so
many good things about the village and community of Moseley which would be put in jeopardy
if the Ward were to be split in the manner currently proposed. For instance, the proposed
boundary revisions would harm, and potentially destroy, so much that the Moseley community
has built up over many decades and would dismantle a very well established community and de
-stabilise local governance. In particular, it strikes me that a Moseley Ward boundary that does
not encompass the two Moseley conservation areas would be detrimental to the identity of an
area with over 150 years of historical cohesion and resonance. At the moment Moseley benefits
from the time and goodwill of many volunteers who care about it both as a location and as a
community, and this might well be lost or diluted if the current proposals are implemented. This
would be a terrible shame, not least given the tremendous current potential opportunities to
improve the economic development of this area, such as through the transport connectivity
proposed in connection with the Government's promotion of HS2 Phase 2. Furthermore, it would
simply be nonsensical if locations such as the centre of Moseley village, Moseley Park and Pool,
and the Moseley Exchange, were not actually within the Moseley Ward - as would be the case if
the current proposals were implemented. Moseley is a special place with a precious identity.
Please do not implement proposals which would destroy this. There must be feasible
alternatives which could still achieve the objectives of reducing the number of Ward Councillors
and related costs, without producing so much collateral damage. Yours faithfully Heidi Slater
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Comments on the Draft Proposals of the Local Government Commission for
England for revised Birmingham Wards
These comments refer to your proposals for south Birmingham wards.
Criteria a) Equal representation: It is notable that a block of your proposed wards Edgbaston, Balsall
Heath and Cannon Hill, and Moseley have smaller than average numbers of voters per councillor. To
the south of this block Bournbrook and Selly Park, Stirchley, Kings Heath, Sparkhill North and
Sparkhill South all have larger than average numbers of voters per councillor. Using your other
criteria it should surely not be beyond your capabilities to narrow these differences in
representation.
Criteria b) Community Interests and identities: A very detailed submission was made to you
regarding the community of Moseley from five organisations representing a large number of people
in that community. It demonstrated conclusively the very strong community ties that link the people
living and working in Moseley. Moseley probably has a greater and stronger community identity
than any other part of the city except for Sutton Coldfield. You proposals have been met with howls
of outrage at a very large public meeting held on Sat 16th January in a local school. Other than the
detailed evidence already presented to you the clues are in the names on the map: Moseley School;
Moseley Bog; Moseley Golf Course; Moseley Park; Moseley Village; Moseley Parish Church – NONE
of which are included in your proposed Moseley Ward! Likewise the organisations representing the
community: Moseley Community Development Trust; The Moseley Society: Moseley Forum;
Moseley Farmer’s Market; Moseley in Bloom; Moseley Churches Together, are ALL now to meet
outside the bounds of Moseley Ward. You have the effrontery to say in your report that the detailed
proposals you received ‘appeared to divide communities in Moseley’, when your proposals splits a
coherent, lively and active community between up to seven different wards!
Criteria c) Effective Local Government: As the City Council recognises, in a Local Authority as large
as Birmingham, effective local government depends on a two-way flow of information and decision
making between the City Council , the Wards, and the representative bodies of local communities.
These last depend for their effectiveness largely on unpaid volunteers. Such people cannot be
expected to liaise with councillors and council staff, and attend Ward meetings across the borders of
a large number of disparate Wards where the interests of the Moseley community are reduced to bit
parts because the community has been so effectively dismembered by the Commission.
Consequently effective local government in south Birmingham will become totally ineffective as far
as the people of the community that proudly identifies itself as being part of Moseley.
Criteria d) Easily Identifiable boundaries: Many of your boundaries are neither easily identifiable
nor practical. The difficulties of boundaries that run along the middle of roads, separating neighbour
from neighbour and Ward councillor from Ward councillor were pointed out to you in the Moseley
joint submission, yet you persist in doing this because it makes a neat line on the map. It does not do
so in people’s perception on the ground. It is at its worst in the SE corner of Moseley Ward where
the few houses on the west side of Yardley Wood Road are in Moseley, but their equally few
neighbours on the east side are in Sparkhill South, both backed by large expanses of open ground of
one sort or another. In more detail:

1: Why does the western boundary of your proposed Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill Ward follow the
topographical divide of the River Rea in the south, but then deviates from it to place Edgbaston
Cricket Ground in Balsall Heath, not Edgbaston. It would surely be more sensible for it to continue
along the river before going along the back of the cricket ground and then follow the property
divides BETWEEN the Bristol and Pershore Roads, putting both sides of the former into Edgbaston
Ward, thereby raising that Ward’s voter population slightly.
2: The natural division between Moseley and Balsall Heath is Edgbaston Road. Use that to divide the
two completely disparate communities of Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill and put the latter with
Moseley, where it historically belongs and where its residents consider they belong. Reduce Balsall
to a single councillor Ward and make Moseley a two-councillor Ward.
3. Highbury and Highbury Park are in Moseley, not Kings Heath. The long cul-de-sac of Elizabeth
Road and Dogpool Lane are historically in Moseley parish and its residents relate to Moseley not
Stirchley. Transferring this area to Moseley would reduce the surplus of voters in Stirchley Ward and
remove the odd elongation of the latter northwards.
4. Moseley Golf Course is in Moseley, not Kings Heath. There are no voters! However if the western
boundary followed Billesley Lane, then the ‘lands’ roads estate could be in Moseley Ward reducing
Kings Heath slightly.
5. the southern boundary of Sparkhill South could be adjusted to place Swanshurst Park and the
southern extremity of Wake Green Road in Billesley, not Sparkhill South, appropriately balancing the
surfeit and deficit of voters in these two wards.
6. The western boundary of Sparkhill South should either include the western side of Yardley Wood
Road in Sparkhill South, or the eastern side in Moseley (preferably the latter).
Names of Wards: Your new Sparkhill South Ward has been Springfield for the past decade. It
encloses both in the past and in your new proposals two completely different communities. The
northern half looks to Sparkhill for community and identity; the southern half looks to Moseley.
Springfield is a neutral name; Sparkhill South is most definitely not. I would recommend keeping the
current name of Springfield.
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Personal Details:
Name:

IM Slominska

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Sir I understand there are new boundary reforms, yet I do have concerns as to the real value
of further changes. If the reforms are to promote greater democracy, then the one single
improvement which would most promote fairness, transparency and democracy, would be to
abolish the current postal vote system, until such time as it is modified and established to be
100% tamper proof and resistant to electoral fraud. If boundary changes are to promote
savings in terms of numbers of representatives and therefore costs, then a quicker and more
effective way to promote such savings would be to keep the same wards but reduce the
numbers of representatives from 3 to 2 , for each ward, without creating major disruption. I
really have difficulty in understanding how one-councillor wards will work. One can envisage
complaints that nothing will get done as a sole representative will be “unable to cope with the
burden of work/off sick/off on holiday etc”. Two councillors per ward would seem a reasonable
compromise. The biggest problem with current proposals is the apparent division of established
and cohesive communities, whether by arbitrary division of historic areas/communities, or by
compounding different and varied communities together without consideration of their varying
needs. This is a very difficult problem to resolve and may result in greater inequalities, as new
political wards are allocated/not allocated development funds/community resources- whereas the
physical communities lose identity and the potential to exercise political pressure. Ward
boundaries are not just invisible, political lines, which affect voting and representation. They
have a major effect and influence on town planning and the assessment /allocation/movement
of scarce resources, in a very real way. A very recent and painful example, affecting
Soho/Ladywood Ward : In January of this year, Planning Committee approved the Planners’
decision for the destruction of a 100yearold greenfield site Mitchells and Butlers City Rd
Sportsground, in Soho Ladywood for a housing development, the profits of which would be used
to reinstate Avery Sandon Rd Harborne, sportsground as a rugby facility. The M&B City Rd
sportsground with its 2 football pitches, a conservation area, veteran trees and important
biodiversity, was seen by residents as a valuable, community resource. There were huge
objections from residents/councillors in Soho Ladywood ward, which has a population density
1.5 x that of any other ward in Birmingham, for the loss of their very scarce football playing
field resource, where there is a quantified, accepted deficit of minus 17 youth and adult football
pitches. There seemed little logic in such a harsh decision, when there was an assessed surplus
of rugby pitches in the Edgbaston area (from adopted Council playing pitch assessment) and
nothing but major shortages for football, in Ladywood. Nevertheless, the cynical argument was
put forward at Planning Committee, by an involved Harborne Councillor James McKay, that
residents in Soho Ladywood need not worry because “the Boundary Commission had accepted
that the neighbourhoods (of Soho and Harborne) were the same”, and therefore, there would be
no loss to Soho, as everyone would “benefit”. This comment, justifying a very harmful planning
decision, burdening an already underprivileged ward, was made whilst The Boundary
Commission is still in consultation and boundaries are not yet decided, still less in force. This is
a problem which could be faced by any community subsumed by a different ward, where it
loses it's identity and it's power to obtain or keep resources.. In fact, despite the rhetoric of
alleged benefits to Soho, the cruel reality remains that Soho ward is effectively asset- stripped
of some £2m of s106 compensatory funds for loss of it’s scarce and much cherished playing
fields - whilst funds are transferred to the wealthier Harborne Ward. £1m for a new rugby
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facility in Harborne (where football is the sport of choice in Soho/Ladywood- so no benefit in
facilities) . £250Kfor educational provisions in Harborne, not Soho, which lies outside the
catchment area of the benefiting academy Lordswood Girls’ School. An off -pitch compensation
of about £500k ostensibly for Soho, which, it has already been suggested, could be further
invested in the Harborne rugby facility to make it “more sustainable”. Yet the entire burden of
more high density, housing developments in the already crowded Soho, falls on an area which
is already underprovided for open space and sport facilities, to be further stripped of it’s green
space/recreational facility. Of course, the residents of Harborne objected to such a “device” , as
did the residents of Soho/Ladywood, most especially as there are over 60 HA of brownfield site
available for immediate development, lying derelict, whilst 3000 homes could be built to service
Birmingham’s needs. Planners, however, remained unmoved, even stating that there is no policy
to promote the development of brownfield sites ahead of scarce greenfield sites and they could
see nothing wrong in transferring funding out of the ward. 2015/02982/PA and 2015/02983/PA
Ward Names On a more optimistic note, I would like to suggest a different name for area 60,
which has been given the completely new name of “Summerfield” which takes up parts of
Rotton Park, Soho, Bearwood and Ladywood. I would like to see the return of the historic and
well known name of Rotton Park which was the main electoral district until 1976. The
geographical/postal address was Rotton Park Edgbaston B16. The name goes back to medieval
times when the area was woodland, farmland and kings’ hunting grounds. The Reservoir was
originally known as Rotton Park Reservoir, until it mysteriously was renamed “Edgbaston”
reservoir (in Ladywood!) there was a Rotton Park Rd railway station(closed about 1963) as part
of the Harborne Line Railway. The residential area was part of the Rotton Park Estate with
restrictive covenants still in force protecting the residential character of the area. The canal
area was known as Rotton Park Loop. It would be wonderful for the area to regain it’s pride
and identity and revisit its historical heritage- which can so easily be lost forever. The main
issue with the new area 60, is it’s size, which encompasses the Bearwood area, Rotton Park
district and well past Dudley rd. towards Winson Green. These are 3 very different communities
with their own character and needs. The example I have cited, regarding development of
playing fields into a housing estate in Soho(Rotton Park) for the benefit of rugby fields in
Harborne(Bearwood) highlights the problem. Of course Winson Green needs far more
regeneration funding- and is unlikely to receive any benefits if it is subsumed by area 60. I
would like to see the historic boundaries for Rotton Park, Bounded by Dudley Rd/Icknield Port
Rd/City Rd/ sandon Rd/Hagley rd and area around Reservoir.
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Finally, I feel that a specific comment on Arley Road is warranted. Arley Road is unusual in that it has entrances from
both Bournbrook Road and Bristol Road, but is bollarded off in the middle. All of Arley Road’s frontages are accessed
by the entrance from Bristol Road. The entrance from Bournbrook Road does not serve any frontages, only the side of
No 2 Bournbrook Road and the rear entrances to some neighbouring properties on that road. Therefore, if you are
minded to accept my recommendation, I would suggest assigning Arley Road to Bournbrook ward.
In summary, the proposal I am making will result in better, more localised representation for the people of Bournbrook
and Selly Park and will have no effect on the proposals for the rest of Birmingham.
I do hope that you will give my proposals serious consideration and I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully

Peter Smallbone
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Amy Smith

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I fully support the Labour Party Group proposals for Highgate.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
02 February 2016 10:21
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Hall Green B28 Boundary Changes

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Smudge
Sent: 31 January 2016 20:29
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Hall Green B28 Boundary Changes
Dear Sir,
I write to inform you that I do not wish the Hall Green Ward boundary to change. Your current proposals would
have a negative impact on our community, not least in the change of insurance premiums etc.
I have been raised in Hall Green and have lived here all my life and am proud of the area and it's people. Do not
change that.
LEAVE OUR BOUNDARIES ALONE!
Yours,
Christopher Smith
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
25 January 2016 08:10
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Unnecessary boundary changes to Sutton Coldfield wards.

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Denise Smith
Sent: 22 January 2016 23:35
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Unnecessary boundary changes to Sutton Coldfield wards.
Dear Sir,
Stop wasting time and money gerrymandering Sutton Coldfields wards. They are perfectly all right as they are and all
the residents are happy with them. We are sick of people interfering in our lives unnecessarily when they don't have
to suffer the consequences. I live in the Vesey ward or if you have your way Parkside,which will then be vulnerable
to been used as a pawn ,traded, and put into Kingstanding. The effect if this will be our house prices dropping like a
stone and losing our position of been part of Sutton town council and all that encompasses. Would we be
compensated for the down grade of our properties.....not a chance, the only people gaining anything are politicians
but not the people it affects who live in Sutton Coldfield. You don't care what happens to us , it's all pointless
politicking or maybe it's just your way if justifying your job. Leave us alone ,we are real people with real lives not a
bunch of statistics to rearrange just to benefit the government. All the money that's wasted in these pointless
schemes is a disgraceful waste and could be put to better use supporting our hospitals and police. I wish the
government would own up to all the money they waste on all their mistakes ,overblown salaries and useless
projects that fail , instead of penalising the sick and poor by cutting their benefits because of the governments
financial errors and unwise spending !!
Regards
Denise smith ,
On behalf of the people of Sutton Coldfield
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Personal Details:
Name:

Ian Smith

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am a local Moseley business man and live in Moseley. Moseley is an historic area and should
not be split into three seperate districts. Moseley Village should be located within Moseley
district. Moseley is the jewel in Birminghams Crown and should be controlled by one ward. This
is a nonsense and could end up destroying what a lot of people have fought to improve for
years and years. We have got the place really special, with such a rich history Moseley is the
one area above ask others that should be protected in Birmingham.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Jonathan Smith

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live Moseley and I oppose the boundary changes that affect Moseley, Kings Heath and Balsall
Heath. The new Moseley ward completely divides what everyone knows to be the area of
Moseley, and removes the majority of Moseley centre of of the Moseley ward. It seems like the
boundary commission have spotted the railway line as a nice easy boundary to use, but that
does not reflect the community area at all. I donated many hours of professional time working
for the Moseley Supplementary Planning Document, and it seems you have discarded this plan
completely. I notices that Moseley Park is now in Balsall Heath, whereas Balasll Heath park is
now in Moseley! The historic centre of Moseley will be divided between several councillors
whereas we should have one that covers the whole of Moseley. Your stated aims of ensuring
"the pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities of local communities" and of
"promoting effective local government" will failed totally with this proposed change. I have also
given many hours of time volunteering for Moseley Community Development Trust - and you
will see that their building, Moseley Exchange, will no longer be in Moseley. The historic area,
the two conservation areas and the business centre will be difficult to maintain if the Moseley is
split down the middle. Moseley Society and Moseley Forum had prepared a sensible plan for
ward boundary changes which it would appear you have ignored completely. Please reconsider
the proposals.
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Name:

Jillian Smith

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Re:the wards of Sutton Coldfield. The idea of splitting up Sutton Coldfield into wards that
boundary us at present seems ridiculous. I live in Whitehouse Common which has been entirely
overlooked as a community. Under your proposals our local school, Whitehouse Common, would
not be in the same ward as the majority of it's pupils which surely is wrong. We are a close
community and cannot envisage being properly represented if we are split up into Maney and
Roughley wards. There is only one road that connects Whitehouse Common to the ward at
Roughley, namely Weeford Road, so how could we possibly be seen to be closely connected?
We need a councillor for Whitehouse Common not some random person who would be
struggling to try to represent both wards! Reddicap Heath is also due to be split up under your
proposals. It beggars belief that half of the area would come under Walmley and Minworth. How
would that work as regards representation?

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

JULIAN SMITH

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I AM OPPOSED TO THE PROPOSAL TO MOVE POPLAR AVENUE FROM HARBORNE WARD TO
LADYHOOD.

Uploaded Documents:
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Name:

Katy Smith

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I fully support the Labour Party Group proposals for Highgate.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:21
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Erdington Ward

From: Mary Smith [
Sent: 08 February 2016 10:13
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Erdington Ward

When boundary changes are to take place why are the constituents in these areas not consulted? Why are the
Abbey , the historic cottages the train station set to be removed amongst other areas .What are the reasons
for this. Why is there no consultations on this. ? Which areas are they to be put into? This could affect
peoples house prices, business prospects. Why no transparency about this. People have a right to be told
about these plans before they have taken place not be walked over which is the usual format amongst local
and national politicians
These changes will change the character of this area and not for the better

Mary Smith
An Erdington resident
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
28 January 2016 15:13
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Changes

From: paul
Sent: 28 January 2016 15:11
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Changes
Dear Sirs
In response to your document re changes to Boundary affecting Hall Green, myself and all those I know all agree that
to include Hall Green in with Tyseley is preposterous.
I have resided in both Tyseley for twelve years and and worked in Tyseley for 32 years, I have lived in Hall Green for
28 years. The two wards are miles apart in visual, commercial and residential. Tyseley is a deprived area which has
narrow roads and pavements very few front gardens small back gardens, the houses are narrow terraced
properties. The roads are congested as there are little off road facilities for parking for residents
The residents live cheek by jowl with businesses and the vehicles which supply them There are very few trees,
grassed verges and green open spaces.
As in my case plus members of my family who still live in Tyseley we have always aspired to leave Tyseley and move
up toHall Green as it is at present.
My present home in Hall Green as with a vast majority of others is a large semi detached house with large rear
gardens with front gardens with ample room for off road parking. We have wide roads, wide pavements with wide
tree lined grass verges, no manufacturing businesses and just ordinary small to medium shops.
We have three good open green spaces for children to play in and the ward boundary is surrounded, one side by the
river Cole and the woodland surrounding it which provides a green lung for the residents and ample area for many
outdoor activities that take place along its banks. We have a huge amount of wildlife and flora and fauna
making it a distinct ward
In my view and those who know the two areas as I do would say they are polar opposits which runs against others
criteria which are just pencil marks on a map. You say yourself that areas should match each other with similar
styles. I do not agree with your proposals on placing part of Hall Green in with Tyseley, in my opinion if the change
has to go ahead it should be Hall Green North and Hall Green South thus retaining the community of Hall Green. I
look forward to hearing from you, plus you have my permission to make public whole or part of this email
Yours sincerely
Mr Paul Smith
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
28 January 2016 13:29
Pascoe, Mark
FW: boundary review

From: paul
Sent: 28 January 2016 13:06
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: boundary review
Dear Sir
I am writing to place my thoughts and views regarding the Boundary changes for Hall Green Birmingham. Hall Green
is a a lovely suburb with large gardens, tree lined avenues and consists of mainly detached or semi detached houses,
we have no industrial parts therefore are purely residential with local shops in different parts of Hall Green, whereas
Tyseley is very much dominated by industrial sites across the ward, the housing is terraced mainly with little areas of
green, the housing stock is set around the industry areas.
There is nothing to link Hall Green to Tyseley, you state in your document that one of the criteria is to match areas
which are similar to one another, but in this instance it is totally wrong you would be going against your own guidance.
Please leave Hall Green as it is or at the worst leave it as Hall Green North and Hall Green South, thank you for your
consideration
Yours sincerely
Paula Smith (mrs)
former Councillor of Hall Green for ten years and resident for almost 30 years
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
12 January 2016 12:33
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Sutton Coldfield councillors

From: Robert Smith [mailto
Sent: 12 January 2016 12:16
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Sutton Coldfield councillors
I understand that a proposal has been put forward to reduce the number of councillors in Sutton.
I feel I must object and based upon the numbers of people represented, we should have at least 11 councillors.
Best Regards
Robert M G Smith
Suuton Coldfield resident – Four Oaks.
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E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have lived in Moseley for the last 40 years and love the real sense of identity and community
it has within Birmingham as a whole. Community spirit is so vitally important! Surely the
Council realise this?? Please, please reconsider the boundary changes in light of proposals put
forward by Moseley Forum to allow the spirit of Moseley to thrive and continue...
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Name:

Steve Smith

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to object strongly to the proposal to remove the area currently known as North
Edgbaston from Edgbaston and put it into a new area called Summerfield. I have numbered my
comments so you can be sure to capture all individually in your database of responses. 1) I
consider myself an Edgbaston resident having lived here for many years. I have no connection
with Summerfield. 2) All my social and cultural links are to the south in Edgbaston. This
includes sports clubs, pubs and restaurants. Most of my friends live in the Edgbaston area. 3)
My local church is St Augustine's. The proposed boundary changes cut straight through the
parish and would separate the parish into three electoral wards. 4) The proposed changes are
supposed to balance up the size of the wards yet the proposed size of the new Summerfield
ward is 3,000 people bigger than proposed Edgbaston. I estimate North Edgbaston has 1,500
people so leaving as part of Edgbaston would achieve better balance. 5) I dispute your
contention that Edgbaston will grow by 5000 people in the next few years. This is clearly an
error. 6) You may chose to ignore this (at your peril I may say - see below) but I have
independent advice from 2 local estate agents which says that the name change will affect
house prices in an adverse manner. 7) The name change will lead to a great deal of work
changing address labels, stationary and other paperwork for local families and businesses. It
will cause confusion and unnecessary cost and work. Finally I should point out that you may be
challenged with regard to your contention that there is no evidence that this will have any
influence on house prices. You could be asked (perhaps through an FOI request) what precise
methods you used to determine this lack of evidence. Where and when did you make these
enquiries? What research databases did you review? What research papers did you read? Which
experts did you ask? How was the the outcome of the research analysed to lead you to this
conclusion? Where and when was all this recorded? I must say that it only took me a couple of
hours to establish that the opinion of local estate agents is contrary to your conclusion. I advise
you make sure that you record any responses about house prices in your database. The
response will be less than complete as you have indicated that such submissions will be ignored
- but they are still valuable. If the whole consultation process becomes subject to judicial
review, as I believe it might, it will be embarrassing for you to have discarded a proportion of
the responses on the grounds of an erroneous premise.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Valerie Smith

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I do not want our home in Erdington
to become part of Pype Hayes as I know for a
fact that it will lower the value of our property .I lived in Pype Hayes for 10 years and moved
away to get away from the problems we had there .Drug dealing ,violence towards my
Granson , people who live in housing association properties and don't respect the area they live
in. I bought a house in Pype Hayes in 2000 ,I really thought the old estate had gone with the
demolition of it, they should have changed the name, we were not told buy the builder that
there would be housing Ass. Houses there also which devalued our private properties ,I'm sorry
to say it ,but that is a fact . Why can we not merge with Wyld Green instead. If this goes
ahead and our house is devalued , I shall never vote again.
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Name:

Ben Smoldon

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have lived in Moseley for the past 15 years having moved here from the north of Birmingham
in 2001. I intentionally moved to Moseley because of the strong community spirit, rich history
and diversity. Having been brought up in a family where community matters Moseley was the
ideal place for me and my family. To think that the history and the community spirit and sense
of belonging will be destroyed if these proposals were to go through. it also would be totally
against the government's "big society" project. This proposal also does not represent what it is
aiming to do, because it won't encourage community involvement it will destroy it not just in
Moseley but also Balsall heath, Erdington, Sutton Coldfield, Stockland Green and the Jewellery
Quarter The identity will be lost from all of these wards and history would go with it too. If the
boundary commission wants to preserve the mood to groups, community involvement , Identity
and history then I suggest they go back to "the drawing board"and come up with more realistic
proposals that represent each community properly.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:23
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary proposals

From: Ros Sneddon
Sent: 08 February 2016 00:06
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary proposals

Dear Sir, with regards the new proposals for the rearrangement of boundaries in Birmingham;

"We ask the commission to amend their plans for North Birmingham to represent a Castle Vale
Ward, a two member Erdington Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, two member
Kingstanding Ward, two member Oscott Ward, a Perry Common Ward, Pype Hayes Ward and a
Stockland Green Ward. With the Erdington Ward borders running from Court Lane in the West,
Sutton in the North, Pype Hayes and Holly Lane in the East and Kingsbury Road/Wood End Road
in the South"
Yours sincerely
J.R. Sneddon
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Name:

Christopher Snell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
To the Review Officer (Birmingham) Local Government Boundary Commission for England Dear
Sir, I write as a Moseley resident for some 18 years. I attended a meeting on 16 January 2016,
which was called to discuss the proposed boundary changes in the Moseley Ward. There was
unanimous opposition to the changes, which I understand you have been made aware of by the
subsequent submissions from various local bodies and numerous local residents. I wish to add
my voice to the opinions which have already been expressed, and my strong opposition the
proposed divided Ward, which will exclude many key features at the heart of Moseley Village
from the new Moseley Ward. The proposal would be highly disruptive of the present
administration of the area, and cause a loss of geographical identity for scores of individuals,
who justifiably take pride in being Moseley residents. and who give their time on a voluntary
basis to maintain the very special atmosphere and community spirit of this part of Birmingham.
I feel that proposed changes would do much to destroy this, and that they are therefore totally
unacceptable. I would strongly urge the Commission to review the proposals in the light of the
foregoing, and the many voices that have been raised in opposition to them.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Elizabeth SNELL

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am a Moseley resident and have lived here for all my 70 years. I have never seen anything
as ridiculous as the proposed boundary changes for our area. It is obvious that whoever looked
at the boundaries did not have a map with the place names on it in front of them. How could
any straight thinking person believe that is would be acceptable to not include such landmarks
as Moseley Village, St Mary's the parish church, Moseley Bog (the inspiration for Tolkin's The
Hobbit), and Moseley Golf Club in Moseley?. As you can see I'm totally opposed to these stupid
proposals.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Hannah Snow

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The new "Winson Green" ward is the right solution for the Jewellery Quarter. However the name
"Jewellery Quarter and Soho" seems more fitting. I support the current draft proposals.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
27 January 2016 12:19
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Strong objections to proposed boundary changes in Birmingham

From: Liz Soden [mailto:
]
Sent: 27 January 2016 11:56
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Strong objections to proposed boundary changes in Birmingham

Dear Sir/Madam,
This email is to STRONGLY object to the ludicrous plans for boundary changes in Birmingham. We have
lived in Yardley since 1990 and do not want our area redesignated as Stechford.
Yardley has a proud history , dating back almost a thousand years and this should be preserved. Yardley
Conservation Village was the first conservation area created in Birmingham, how can Yardley Conservation
area be in Stechford ?
Birmingham is a city with a proud history which it should be protecting not destroying.
Liz Soden
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Name:

Margaret Soden

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have lived in
, Edgbaston for the past 45 years and have always felt very
proud of this fact. My husband and I have worked hard to keep a well maintained house. I
would like to think my house could pass to my daughter and family eventually but feel sure she
would not wish to remain in the area if the name was changed to "Summerfield". In fact I feel
it would be an insult to everyone it might affect. ALSO I feel it will increase the amount of
House Insurance I pay etc., WHEN THE COUNCIL IS TRYING TO MAKE CUTS, WHY IS THE
COUNCIL EVEN THINKING OF CHANGING NAMES?. I.E. ROAD SIGNS WILL NEED CHANGING,
LETTER HEADING NOTE PAPER AND THE LIKE WILL NEED CHANGING THE LIST IS ENDLESS. I
FEEL THE CHANGE OF NAME IS GOING TO COST THE COUNCIL (THE LIKES OF MYSELF WHO
PAY THE BILLS} A TREMENDOUS AMOUNT OF MONEY FOR WHAT - TO MAKE PEOPLE UNHAPPY.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
12 January 2016 10:57
Pascoe, Mark
FW: ward boundary review, Yardley Birmingham

From: Liz Soden
Sent: 12 January 2016 10:38
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: ward boundary review, Yardley Birmingham

Dear Sir /Madam
I am sending this email to STRONGLY oppose the proposed change to Birmingham ward boundaries with
respect to Yardley. The proposed changes are not in the best interest of any one and as Yardley residents
my husband and I are totally against these plans.
Yardley dates back to before the doomsday book , our church is over 1,000 years old such history
deserves to be conserved.. As a settlement Yardley was independent until 1911. Yardley conservation
area was the very first to be created in Birmingham and under the proposed changes Yardley Old Church
would then be in Stechford East!!
People who live in Yardley are proud to do so, had they wanted to live in Stechford they would have
bought properties there .
I re iterate, we TOTALLY oppose the proposed changes
Liz and John Soden
YARDLEY.
Sent from Windows Mail
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
29 January 2016 17:04
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Commission review of Birmingham, Erdington .

From: Brian Southwell [
Sent: 29 January 2016 13:59
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Commission review of Birmingham, Erdington .
Sirs,
I am disappointed that your review appears to be totally concerned with the redistribution of the voting public into a
more balanced system of areas, than reflecting the actual local historical & geographical areas of Britain.
I fully understand the need not to return the to the system of 'Rotten Boroughs' of 19th Century Politics, but must
voice my opinion that you have apparently ignored the concerns of the Electorate in respect of their local identity. The
map od Britain is not something to be carved up proportionally, but must retain a major semblance of the
Geographical Communities that it is made up of, and which the elected Members theoretically represent.
To this end, surely the main centres of various area's need to remain within the named constituency Otherwise, the
names themselves become meaningless, and we may as well just give all area's a Zone number!
Erdington Ward, within Erdington Constituency should contain such historic places as Erdington Abbey, Police &
Railway Stations & Royal Mail sorting Office, although these could be renamed if they were to be relocated into other
wards, it would be a desecration of the history of the area.
I am sure 'tweaks' could be made, using local knowledge, rather than an Imperial Overview, which could arrange
matters to the satisfaction of the political Commission & the local Electorate whom they are employed to represent
and act on behalf of.
I would therefore urge you to take notice of the proposals made by North Birmingham Community Together
Campaign.
I also note that my own address in
is likely to be moved into Tyburn Ward, and have no problems in
remaining or moving, since we are quite remote from Erdington centre, and are often overlooked/ignored. However,
the land to the rear - the former Nocks Brickworks appear to remain in Erdington, whilst housing developments on the
Fringe of the land in Holly Lane & Quincy Drive are planned to be transferred. If & when the proposed Housing
development, that was granted Planning permission over 6 years ago, ever takes place - this would result in a very
anomalous situation, and it would appear that planned or proposed developments may not have been taken fully into
account. There is no point tidying up area's into equal lots, if there are plans to increase the numbers, thus
unbalancing them again! The entire area of the former Nocks Bricks Works should be in one area or another whichever is finally chosen.
Yours respectfully
Brian R Southwell
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
03 February 2016 09:17
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Professor Colin Mellors - Opposition to boundary changes - Moseley,
Birmingham

From: Peter Spurgeon
Sent: 03 February 2016 09:11
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: FAO: Professor Colin Mellors ‐ Opposition to boundary changes ‐ Moseley, Birmingham

Dear Professor Mellors,
I want to add my voice to the chorus of disapproval at the proposed
(imposed) boundary changes to the village of Moseley, Birmingham. These
changes are a direct result of the indefensible recommendation that
Birmingham should have fewer councillors. As the second largest city in
England, Birmingham has a huge and diverse population which creates an
enormous workload on the existing complement of councillors; reducing that
number will mean that many residents will not be able to get the
representation and support they need. No other city in the country is
undergoing a similar reduction in elected representatives and indeed,
Birmingham already has more people per councillor than anywhere else. The
decision to reduce the councillors cannot be justified at any level.
Regarding the impact of these proposed changes on Moseley, this is a
cohesive multi‐cultural community, recently identified as the best urban
place to live. To set out to destroy this – which is what the current proposals
will do – is at least ill thought through, and at worst, spiteful vandalism.
Moseley village will be split in the most arbitrary and illogical fashion. The
proposals completely ignore the unanimous views of this community, and
indeed of the adjacent community; Abdullah Rehman (MBE) of Balsall Heath
Forum, whom Mr Cameron regards as an exemplar of community leadership,
totally supports the resistance from the Moseley residents and considers the
boundary changes to be contradictory and unfounded.
I urge you to challenge the assumption that Birmingham needs fewer
councillors; if this basic premise was abandoned, then the need for boundary
re‐organisation would be negated.
Yours sincerely,
Professor Peter Spurgeon
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Name:

Gary Stack

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I agree with these proposed changes and am pleased to see a reduction of 19 councillors for
the City of Birmingham. Councillors don't really add much value, I don't even know who my
local councillors are, we only hear from them around election time. I would engage with my
local MP if I needed to (although I don't know who that is either). I would feel more engaged
in local democracy if I could easily access the one elected representative for my area. I think
the current system in Birmingham is broken and a shake up like this is required.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Helen Stammers

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I don't feel qualified to make my own alterations to the draft proposals, but please take note of
my comments regarding Moseley in the uploaded letter.
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7th February 2016
Dear Sir or Madam,
I have been a resident of Moseley for the last 44 years, and was astonished to hear of the
proposed new ward boundaries. I attended the Jan 16th meeting ‘Your Moseley – fight for it
NOW’ and expressed my objection to the proposal there, but I am now writing to make sure
that you take note of my objection.
Whilst I can understand the desire to rationalise the sizes of the different wards in order to
make the number of voters per councillor roughly equal across the city (and also nationwide, I
would hope?) which is the first of the considerations set out in legislation, your proposal
absolutely does NOT ‘reflect community identity’ or ‘provide for effective and convenient local
government’. The community identity is centred on what is known as Moseley Village, which
includes all of the shops, the Parish Church (St. Mary’s), the Moseley Park & Pool and the
Moseley Exchange. Under your proposals, none of these will be in the Moseley ward, but in
Balsall Heath & Cannon Hill! (To add to my bemusement, the only bit of parkland left in
‘Moseley’ would be – Balsall Heath Park‼) All that would be left for the Moseley ward would be
residential accommodation with no amenities.
Quite apart from the bricks and mortar that make up the heart of Moseley, there are many
groups of local residents working hard to make this an attractive part of Birmingham to live in
and to visit. To name but a few, we have the Moseley Forum, the Moseley Society, the
Moseley Festival, the Moseley Jazz Festival, the Moseley Arts Market and our award winning
Moseley Farmers Market and Moseley in Bloom. Under your proposals, none of these would
have the support of a Moseley councillor, since all of the activities undertaken would be in
‘Balsall Heath & Cannon Hill’, a much bigger ward with Moseley Village being just a small area
at its edge.
As I have been writing this, my feeling of incredulity that anyone could think that doing this to
Moseley has any merit whatsoever has been increasing – I could add more, but will stop now,
and would just urge those who have come up with these proposals to think again, and take far
more account of the strong sense of identity that those of us living in Moseley feel for our local
community.
Yours faithfully,
Helen Stammers
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Name:

Paul Starkey

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I must protest in the strongest terms about Birmingham losing the ancient name of Yardley. It
is Birmingham's premier conservation area and is mentioned in the DoomsdayBook. To be
merged into and taking the name of Stechford would be throwing away over one thousand
years of our history. The people of Yardley are justly proud of the area and having lived and
worked here for the better part of forty years one can easily see why. We have our own
medieval church, St. Edburghas, known locally as Yardley Old Church as well as Yardley
Cemetery and Crematorium. With all due respect due to the good people of Stechford we
should never have to take on their name. Yardley's history goes back a lot further than theirs.
Is there a specific reason Stechford's name should be kept and not that of Yardley? The proud
people of Yardley ask you to reconsider the renaming of our local area Kind regards Paul
Starkey of Yardley
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
03 February 2016 14:16
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Hall Green boundary changes, Birmingham

From: Tony Steele
Sent: 30 January 2016 16:36
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Hall Green boundary changes, Birmingham

It has come to my attention that you are planning to remove a massive area from Hall Green ward and put
it under Tyseley, even though the area in question contains Hall Green School, Hall Green Station, Hall
Green Parade, Hall Green Health Centre, and Hall Green United Community Church, to name but a few. I
attended a meeting at the aforementioned church last night, organised by an organisation called We Are
B28, just one of the literally hundreds of community groups representing Hall Green, one of which, the
Hall Green Residents Association, was the very first residents association in the whole of the UK, founded
in 1925. You say on your website that one of your primary criteria in deciding boundaries is local
community, yet to put an entire third of Hall Green under Tyseley is a travesty of this ideal. Tyseley is a
distinct area in its own right, and always has been.
The first I heard about these changes was just a couple of weeks ago, and since no one else I know had
heard of them either, this probably explains the very poor response you received from members of the
public last year, as mentioned on your website. I would suggest that it is your responsibility to tell people
about these things, not ours to find out about them when the deed has already been done.
There's a counter‐proposal from the ruling Labour group on the city council, supported by all other parties,
that matches all your criteria precisely, population‐wise, but crucially, instead of placing a third of Hall
Green under Tyseley, names the various new wards in Hall Green as Hall Green West (or Hall Green North
and Hall Green South), and Hall Green East. There are actually two, slightly different proposals, one with
two wards, and one with three wards, but I'm sure you already know this so I have no need to go into the
details. Furthermore, the actual boundaries of these wards far more closely align to the long‐recognised
boundaries of Hall Green itself. Links to maps are here, anyway:
http://www.weareb28.co.uk/wp‐content/uploads/2016/01/Hall‐Green‐Option‐3.pdf
http://www.weareb28.co.uk/wp‐content/uploads/2016/01/Hall‐Green‐Option‐3a.pdf
I understand your reasoning for wanting to make wards in Birmingham smaller, and single‐ or double‐
member, and although I don't favour it, I'm pretty sure that nothing is likely to change your minds about
this. What I, and many hundreds, perhaps thousands of others in Hall Green are passionate about,
however, is that you do not rob us of our name and identity. Naming all the new, small wards in Hall Green
as Hall Green, followed by North, South, West and/or East, seems such an obvious solution that I cannot
imagine why you didn't think of it yourselves. Hall Green has a very strong community spirit, and there
were more than 350 people at the meeting in the church last night, with some very lively debate. A similar
number had apparently attended another meeting on the issue a few days earlier at Highfield Hall. If you
look at the photos of the meeting in the church, you will see an amazing diversity of people, all together,
united to fight for our identity. In the front row sat the Methodist minister and the chairman of the local
1

mosque. Also present were the three local councillors, a number of former councillors, and
representatives of community groups. Our MP, however, was abroad, but sent his apologies. You can see
the photos, and a description of the event, on the We Are B28 website, here:
http://www.weareb28.co.uk/?p=3291
At the end of the meeting a vote was taken. The unanimous result was to retain the status quo ‐ after all,
as one person put it, why fix something that isn't broken? If this should prove to be impossible, however,
the overwhelming majority were in favour of naming the new wards Hall Green North (not to be confused
with your own 'Hall Green North', which is actually in the central and eastern part of Hall Green), Hall
Green South, and Hall Green East, as per the Labour group proposals, and which I personally feel is by far
the simplest option. A minority opinion, however, was in favour of naming these new wards Hall Green
Sarehole, Hall Green Robin Hood, and Hall Green Gospel Oak, after prominent historical landmarks. I
mention this just for your information, without any wish to confuse the issue still further. The bottom line
is that the name Hall Green appears in all the ward names.
Finally, I should tell you that one individual at the meeting opined that your proposals are an attempt to
divide Hall Green along racial lines, with the predominantly white areas being allowed to keep the name
Hall Green, while the much more mixed area in the northern part of the ward is hived off and handed over
to Tyseley. Such an assertion, once publicly made, is not likely to go away, however preposterous.
Needless to say, people from all parts of Hall Green, from all backgrounds, stand shoulder to shoulder on
this issue, as you will see by perusing the above website and its links.
Kind regards,
Anthony Steele
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Johnathan Stephen

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I object to Victoria Common, The Royal Orthopedic and St Laurence Schools being incorporated
into Bournville & Cotteridge. All three of these places are firmly part of Northfield's proud
history and in particular Victoria Common is within the Northfield BID so it makes little sense
for it to be placed within a different ward. Bournville certainly would not claim it as their own
and Northfield will feel as if it is no longer part of their jurisdiction. This really needs some
further consideration.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Jo Stephenson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Whilst I have no desire to spend my time 'drawing' suggested boundaries for you, I do feel it
necessary to stress my objection to your proposals. I own my own home in Yardley. Wroxton
Road, Yardley. When I purchased my home I chose to live in Yardley - not 'Stechford East'. My
community is Yardley - not Stechford East!. A boundary change will negatively impact on the
resale of my property. 'Stechford' has a higher crime rate that Yardley and I am already
informed that I can expect my car and home insurance payments to rise. In addition, how can
'Yardley Old Church' (St Edburgha's) as it is known in our community and the surrounding
Yardley conservation area be 'moved' to Stechford East. The suggested need for boundary
changes to ensure that wards are more proportionate is meaningless. The desire to make the
population and therefore the voting powers of each ward more equitable is unnecessary and
would be impossible to sustain. If you are looking to find a suitable and more acceptable
compromise - keep the name 'Yardley' - add the word 'North'!! (or some other geographical
denomination i'e North East!!) - but let those of us who currently live in Yardley, continue to do
so
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Name:

Jill Stephenson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I think Birmingham council have made great decisions in taking the city forward. However this
boarder change is bonkers, a waste of money not wanted by residents and makes no common
sense. Instead of th roughing the baby out with the bath water consider tweaking the current
system of council representation which will be cheaper, less disruptive and will not be at odds
with residents wishes Jill Stephenson
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 15:02
Pascoe, Mark
FW: The boundaries

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: CAROL STEVENS [
Sent: 06 February 2016 11:15
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: The boundaries
How on earth can you take the beating heart of erdington and put it into stock land green, I have lived in erdington
all of my life and erdington abbey has played a big part in it, how dare you take it away from us, you could change
you proposals for the north of Birmingham area to A Pype Hayes ward including Birches Green, a Castle Vale Ward, a
two member Erdington ward, a Perry Common Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, a two member Kingstanding
Ward, a Stockland Green Ward, and a two member Oscott Ward.
With an Erdington ward which boundaries are the border of Sutton Coldfield to the north, Court Lane to the West,to
the South the traditional border with Gravelly Hill/Birches Green of Woodend Rd/Kingsbury Rd is used. To the East
the border is the border of Pype Hayes, enabling Holly Park Drive and Quincey Drive to remain in Erdington. This
would also keep the beating heart of Erdington in Erdington.
I do hope you listen to the residents of Erdington and put them first instead of your political reasons for doing this.
Carol Stevens
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
28 January 2016 08:48
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Proposwed boundary changes

From: GRAHAM STEVENSON
Sent: 28 January 2016 01:33
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Proposwed boundary changes
Dear Jolyon Jackson CBE
I have been informed, by neighbours ,of a proposal to include my Edgbaston home into a new ward named
Summerfield
I have not had any formal notice from your organisation.
Please tell me why not
Your web site says you have no evidence that property valuations and insurance premiums will change.
Do you have any evidenc they will not?
Indeed, have you gathered any evidence at all, and if so from where.
You have not given proper notice of your proposals and so the deadline for residents to comment is,in my
opinion, unacceptable.
Yours Sincerely
Graham Stevenson
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Mavis Stevenson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I object to the proposed boundary changes for the reasons listed below. (1) I was not informed
of the proposals in good time to respond properly (2) Edgbaston is widely thought of as an
affluent, desirable area of Birmingham and house prices reflect this belief. Local estate agents
believe the adoption of Summerfield will have an adverse effect on the value of my home. (3)
The projected increase in electors over the next five years seems far fetched. (4) Parts of
Harborne are to be included into Edgbaston whilst we are to be removed. Where on earth is the
logic. (5) How on earth did the proposed boundary along Hagley Road come about? It hardly
fulllfills your stated aim of being clear and easily recognised.My husband has asked how it was
arrived at but has not received a reply. (6) My friends, restaurants, pubs and entertainment
venues are all in Edgbaston. I have no interaction with the areas it is proposed I shall be
included and if I wanted to transport links would make it difficult.
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The ldentitv and

of Moselev

We note that under sub-paragraph 1(3)(b) of Schedule 2 to the Local Democracy, Economic
Development and Construction Act 2009 one of the factors you must consider is:

(3)

Subject to sub-paragraph (2), in making the recommendations the Local
Government Boundary Commission for England must have regard

(b)

to-

the need to reflect the identities and inferesfs of local communities and
in particular(i)

the desirability of fixing boundaries which are and will remain
easily identifiable, and

(¡i)

the desirability of not breaking local ties when fixing boundaries,

For the reasons stated above we consider that the proposal to move a large part of Moseley
into a new Balsall Heath & Cannon Hill ward would break local ties and would not reflect local
identities and interests nor would the boundary between the proposed wards of Balsall Heath

& Cannon Hill and Moseley be easily identifiable as it would be through the middle of the
existing community of Moseley.
Convenient Local Government
Furthermore we consider that the Draft Recommendations would damage local government
contrary to the LGBCE's statutory duty under sub-paragraph 1(3Xc) of Schedule 2 to the Local
Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009):

(3)

Subject to sub-paragraph (2), in making the recommendations the Local
Government Boundary Commission for England must have regard

(c)

to-

the need to secure effective and convenient local government

This is because the Moseley ward boundary would divide Moseley between different wards
with different councillors with differing interests. ln particular the new Moseley ward would not
include large parts of the Moseley conservation area, including two areas subject to Article

4(2) Direction centred on

Amesbury Road and Chantry

Road

(http://www.birminqham.qov.uk/moselevca). We fear that this would affect the preservation
and character of the area.
ln addition Moseley residents, businesses and Birmingham City Council have worked together
on the Moseley Big Plan (http://www.moselevcdt.com/biqplan) and a Supplementary Planning

Document

(http://www.birminqham.qov.uk/cs/Satellite?c=Paqe&childpaqename=PlanninqJ
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Amy Stewart

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I don't think the boundaries should be changed. I don't see why people's property prices should
be put at risk or insurances rise for people because they've been indirectly moved into an
"area" that's not as nice/has a higher crime rate etc. Will families be effected when the
catchment areas for schools change and they have even less choice of local schools because
they come under another area? I don't see why people should be affected at the convenience of
councillors so they can represent an equal number of voters. What if there is a surge in
population in one area or an area of land gets built on and more people move in, will they be
changed again to accommodate the councillors? People work hard to buy houses and pay
mortgages in areas they choose to live in for whatever reason and I think it's wrong to "move"
people into an area they don't want to come under or surely they would have moved there in
the first place. I'm sure it will be great for people who don't live in a particularly desirable
location in relation to property prices, insurances etc, to come under a "better" area, but I
think it will have a more detrimental affect on the people who will be affected the other way
who have probably paid more for their houses or have bigger mortgages and may see their
property prices reduced. I feel the residents of Birmingham have taken enough of a beating in
relation to public services by no direct fault of the council and this is just something which
seems really unnecessary on top of it all.
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Name:

john stoyles

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have been a resident of Sutton Vesey for 49 years I submit that the 2 Wards of Parkside and
Boldmere should be re-united as a single Ward with 2 Councillors, as these are really a single
integrated community. Residents in New Oscott shop in Boldmere and people in Boldmere shop
at Princess Retail Park in New Oscott. New Oscott residents also use schools in Boldmere and
vice versa. Also I feel that the historic name of "Sutton Vesey" should be retained for this
single combined Ward to retain the cultural link to Bishop Vesey who first helped to create the
Sutton Town in Tudor times. In addition I feel that the portion of Sutton Park which has been
sliced off and given to Four Oaks should be re-attached, as local Ward funding is used to
provide facilities at tha gates and surroundings to the Park in that area,and this would be
removed if this area of the Park was put under Four Oaks Ward. I trust that you will give
consideration to my submission Thank you
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
04 February 2016 11:46
Pascoe, Mark
FW: ref boundary change proposals in Selly Park

From: Graham Strong
Sent: 04 February 2016 11:33
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: ref boundary change proposals in Selly Park
Dear Sir
I am writing to object to the proposals to merge Selly Park with Bournbrook. We have lived in Selly Park for
over 30 years and have fought hard to gain Conservation Status and even the recognition of the name Selly Park.
When we moved into
, Bournbrook was an area with family housing. Now it has turned into virtually
exclusively student lets with all the attendant problems of noise, shoddy building work litter and parking. The two
areas are so different that I can see no advantage to combing them together- their needs and problems are very
different and need to be addressed and represented by their own councillors, yours faithfully, Graham Strong
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Personal Details:
Name:

Adam Styler

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: NA

Comment text:
Splitting up of Moseley through its centre in Birmingham is ridiculous. You are tearing up our
village, community identity and single handedly destroying community cohesion in the process!
Most residents here will object strongly to this.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
19 January 2016 08:36
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary changes and Hall Green

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jean SUDDERS
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2016 10:57 PM
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary changes and Hall Green
We are most distressed to learn that our road,
, and about twenty others, will, if faceless bureaucrats
for over forty four years and have
have their way, no longer be part of Hall Green. We have lived in
always been proud of the fact that it is part of Hall Green, a very special part of Birmingham and one of the best. No
one should be allowed to change the boundary as they think fit. We live in a democracy and this so called change
for change sake, should not be allowed to happen without at least a vote so that those who live in the affected area
can have a voice. People who live in Hall Green have paid for the privilege of living here and in most cases the
properties and the ambience of Hall Green is lacking in the Tyseley area and being linked to Tyseley instead of where
we should be will mean the inevitable decrease in our property values. There is a very good chance that the
members of the boundary commission do not live in the affected areas; if they did they would find a different way
to carry out this reduction in the number of councillors rather than have their own area affected. Presumably the
boundary commission considers itself to contain many intelligent beings and it would be interesting to know how
they would feel if their home was being removed from a first class area to a down market one. We know many
people feel the same as us and hope that you will find a more intelligent way of settling the number of councillors
needed.
Sent from my iPad
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 January 2016 08:47
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary/counsillor changes

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Michael Surplice
Sent: 08 January 2016 07:51
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary/counsillor changes

I am against the proposed new boundary and reduction in the number of councillors representing Sutton Coldfield.
We in Sutton Coldfield are already poorly looked upon by Birmingham City Council as they think we all have
swimming pools and tennis courts, don't need amenities afforded to other districts of Birmingham, but like the
income received from council taxes.
Our children are just as vulnerable and require access to parks, clubs and sports amenities as other children do.
The only way to address the years of wrong doings is to take part in local democracy, these changes will further
disadvantage citizens of this area who have the same needs and wants as others across this once great city.
Yours sincerely
Michael Surplice

Sent from my iPad
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Diane and Michael Sutton

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We comment on the proposals for the adjoining Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill and Moseley
wards. Organisations in Moseley have already made sensible proposals of their own in place of
those in the Kerslake Report, and these proposals should be heeded. It seems that Kerslake
wishes to draw a boundary line through the middle of the present Moseley district on which
local forums (such as the Moseley Society and the Moseley Forum to name but two)
communicate with the Council about important issues. It is hard enough at the moment to do
this with three councillors, but the prospect of doing the same with six, each of whom has
widespread interests outside the present ward, is daunting to say the least, and will greatly
impede the efficiency of local communication. Moseley is a place with a definite and active
community spirit. It has a Farmers Market, which has won awards, a Craft Market, an active
Moseley in Bloom organisation which has won several national awards, more than one festival,
and a village centre of shops and services. Under Kerslake's proposals, the old village centre
and main shopping area will not be in the proposed Moseley ward. Neither will the parish
church. The aims of the review are set out in legislation. They are to improve electoral equality,
reflect community identity, and provide for effective and convenient local government. By
ignoring how the people of Moseley identify themselves, and have sought to set up
representative bodies to reflect their wishes, the Kerslake Report has only fulfilled the first of
these aims, and has made the other two much harder to achieve. Moseley needs to be left as a
coherent whole, at least something like its present form, though not necessarily connected (as
it is now) to Kings Heath.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Michael Swartz

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am concerned and not happy with the intended bounder changes planned. It looks as though
these boundary changes are purely for political purposes to benefit Labour Party elections. The
current boundaries have and are suitable as they stand and I do not wish for the proposed
boundary change for
to be carried out.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Maria Swartz

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
In my opinion, these proposed boundary changes would have a severe negative effect on
property prices if
if incorporated into Weoley Castle Ward. With this negative impact I
am strongly against the proposed boundary changes.
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Clive Sweet

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a resident of
Kings Norton, we strongly object to our street being included
in a proposed Hawkesley Ward. As much of the current Hawkesley area is an area of social
housing and social and economic deprivation, we feel our houses would be devalued. Is there
any reason for including Granshaw Close and part of the Redditch Road in a proposed
Hawkesley Ward? While it will not apply to us would it change eligibility for schools?
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Maryam Syed

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sir/Madam We have heard about your proposals to alter the boundary of Moseley Ward
from our neighbours Richard and Jane. We live at
and strongly object to
being reassigned to the proposed Sparkbrook South Ward. When we moved to Birmingham from
South Yorkshire over 14 years ago, we chose the neighbourhood of Moseley to raise our (then)
young family. Moseley has a strong community presence and a unique vibe, which is what
appealed to us over other potential areas such as Edgbaston. Over the years we have truly felt
connected and were proud to be part of the Moseley community. Our son chose to do a special
school project on his local community and the origins of Swanshurst Lane. We felt a great thrill
when we discovered that that we ourselves now live on what was once part of Swanshurst
Farm. Our son has enjoyed being part of the Moseley Rugby Club and as a family we look
forward to the monthly Farmers Market. We were delighted and took great pride in telling our
friends and family when Moseley was chosen as the ‘best urban place to live’ in 2015 by The
Sunday Times. All this is due to the incredible number of Moseley volunteers who work for the
Moseley community to nurture and develop this place that we live in and love. The proposed
boundary would wreak havoc on the community that has been lovingly built up over many
decades. Your current proposed changes threaten to dismantle this same very well established
community and will wreck local governance. Recent boundary changes have placed our home in
Billesley and have left us with the impression of being set adrift. Since the change, we have
not had effective¬ representation from our councillor. We still regularly eat, shop and relax in
Moseley and don’t feel any connection with Billesley. We have even less in common with
Sparkhill South, which is where the proposal suggests we move to. Our local identity is very
much one that belongs to Moseley. The proposal put forward by the Moseley Community Groups
Ward proposal will reconnect our lane to Moseley. We do not wish for Moseley to be carved up
into five different wards with six different councillors. We are asking you to reconsider your
proposal and reflect a Moseley ward that reflects the true community of Moseley.¬ We look
forward to hearing from you soon. Sincerely, Dr Rizwan Syed Mrs. Maryam Syed Mr. Raisul
Syed Mrs. Hoorbano Syed
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

David Symonds

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in Moseley. This is an ancient village now within Birmingham. It is very distinct in every
way from Balsall Heath and the new boundary should keep Moseley as an entity as it always
has been.
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